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The existence of males and females is a fundamental aspect of animal biology but the developmental mechanisms of
sex determination and sexual differentiation exhibit surprising evolutionary diversity. Depending on the species, sex
determination mechanisms range from genetic sex chromosome effects to environmental temperature effects and even
to social cues that derive from local population structure. Many genes and molecules that play a role in sex
determination biology have been identified, yet it has often remained unclear how these factors work together.

In this thesis, developmental biology of sex determination is approached as a complex dynamic system. The scope is
widened from animal biology to an examination of a general biological phenomenon, complexity of which is addresses
directly. The method of investigation is a theoretical one relying mostly on heuristic problem solving methods and
system identification procedures. Posing of novel questions enables formulation of alternative hypothesis about some
fundamental aspects of sex determination biology. For instance, according to current view, two distinctly different
developmental programs form ovaries and testes. Here, an integrating system description is provided where both
testicular and ovarian development are derivatives of a common developmental scheme. Also, in this thesis sexual
germ line development receives a much more prominent role than what is usually the case in sex determination studies.
A premis is formed that the foundation of system propertied of sex determination biology can be found in the
developmental life cycle progression of the germ cell line. This enables formulation of testable prediction about the
nature of the relationship between germ cell biology and developmental mechanisms of complex multicellularity.

This work shows that a dynamical systems view can be applied to developmental biology and sex determination
studies. Conceptual tools are provided for the attainment of a better understanding of genetic and molecular aspects of
sex determination biology and sexually dimorphic development.
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Sukupuolenmääräytyminen, eli yksilöiden kehittyminen koiraiksi tai naaraiksi, on monitahoinen biologinen ilmiö.
Vaikka useat eläinlajit selkeästi koostuvat koiras- ja naaraspuolisista yksilöistä, voivat sukupuolta määrävät
mekanismit olla hyvinkin erilaisia eri lajeilla. Esimerkkeinä mainittakoot alkionkehityksen aikana vallitsevan
lämpötilan vaikutus (alligaattori), kromosomaaliset sukupuolierot (nisäkkäät, linnut) ja jopa sosiaalisen
populaatiorakenteen perusteella tapahtuva sukupuolenmääräytyminen (eräät kalat).

Vaikka biomolekulaarinen ja geneettinen tutkimus on paljastanut monia sukupuolenmääräytymiseen osallistuvia
tekijöitä, useissa tapauksissa ei ole syntynyt selkeää kokonaiskuvaa kyseisten tekijöiden välisistä vuorovaikutuksista,
tai niiden linkittymisestä varsinaisiin solu- ja kudostason kehitystapahtumiin. Tässä väitöskirjassa
sukupuolenmääräytymisen kehitysbiologiaa lähestytään kompleksien systeemien näkökulmasta. Tarkastelun kohteena
on se teoreettinen viitekehys, jonka puitteissa kokeellisten töiden tuloksia tarkastellaan. Tämän viitekehyksen
systeemirakennetta tutkitaan heuristisen ongelmanratkaisun ja systeemianalyysin keinoin tavoitellen dynaamista
systeemikuvausta, joka mahdollistaisi kokeellisten töiden myötä karttuvan tiedon tehokkaamman hyödyntämisen.

Uudenlaisen kysymyksenasettelun kautta syntyy vaihtoehtoisia, testattavia näkökulmia eräisiin keskeisiin
ongelmakohtiin, jotka tällä hetkellä vaikeuttavat tutkimusta. Esimerkiksi, vaikka nykynäkemyksen mukaan testiksen ja
ovarion kehityksessä on kyse kahden erillisen kehitysohjelman toteutumisesta, esitetään tässä työssä yksi yhteinen
viitekehys, joka soveltuu molempien tapausten yhtäaikaiseen tarkasteluun. Lisäksi sukusolulinjassa tapahtuva
sukupuolenmääräytyminen, siittiöiden ja munasolujen muodostuminen, integroituu somaattisen
sukupuolenmääräytymisen kehitysbiologiaan. Tämä työ osoittaa, että systeemitieteellinen lähestymistapa on
sovellettavissa kehitysbiologiseen tutkimukseen ja tarjoaa uusia käsitteellisiä työkaluja sukupuolenmääräytymisen
molekyylibiologisten kehitysmekanismien kompleksisuuden tarkasteluun.
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Preface

This thesis stems from a will to understand the dynamics of developmental sex de-
termination phenomena that on many occasions seem intriguingly mysterious. I
was first introduced to this topic while in the laboratory of professor Seppo Vainio
studying basic methods of experimental embryology and the molecular signaling
mechanisms that operate in mammalian sex determination. I also learned that
many of the evolutionary aspects of sexual reproduction biology defied simple
answers which made the topic of sex determination seem even more alluring. I
simply wanted to find logic and sense in the developmental mechanisms that oper-
ate to generate males, females, and cells for sexual reproduction and new genera-
tions. What seemed to bother me the most was the existence of many evolutionary
and developmental aspects in sex determination biology which one could learn by
heart but not logically derive from general premises. Yet, sexual reproduction is
a widely spread feature of eukaryotic life and the more I studied the more the
whole topic started to look like an ancient riddle which extends its tentacles all
over biology. I had to find a new way to look at sex determination biology—old
views could not deliver what I needed.

A four-year grant from the Graduate School in Computational Methods of
Information Technology (ComMIT) enabled me to focus full-time on research.
Additional funding has been provided by the Centre of Excellence in Compu-
tational Complex Systems Research. After a starting period at the Rolf Nevan-
linna Insitute of Helsinki University under the supervision of professor Elja Arjas
I moved to the Laboratory of Computational Engineering (now the Department
of Biomedical Engineering and Computational Science) at Helsinki University of
technology (HUT) to join the research group of academy professor Kimmo Kaski.
I am indebted to both professors who provided critical insight at times when I
perhaps needed it the most. I had started my project as a more conventional sex
determination study but Elja Arjas helped me realize that what I needed was a
higher-level systems approach. Kimmo Kaski deserves my special gratitude for
having faith in me, for encouraging me at just the right times, and for providing
me with the kind of creative space and work atmosphere that I needed.

I was always able to discuss my work with other people both in the Rolf
Nevanlinna Institute and at LCE. These discussions were often most helpful, des-
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pite the apparent fact that on many occasions no-one, including me, had a clear
view of what the actual question or topic was. But that was the whole point: I
have been in the process of establishing something new and I needed to find ways
to talk about it so that new kinds of questions could be asked. Many discussions
eventually resulted in clear suggestions or propositions that I have been able to
use when building and formalizing my models, ideas, and system descriptions.
During this work I have perhaps most enjoyed the feeling of excitement that res-
ults from finding new clues although they sometimes lead to extremely puzzling
directions. Sometimes I almost did not dare to breath fearing that an idea disap-
pears before it is captured on a piece of paper, thinking that it might just be the
one that turns out to be a golden one.

Gold or not, the journey I have taken has been an honest pursuit of science and
one well worth taking. Most special thanks go to Michael Patra who formalize
some critical parts of my thinking. Jörkki Hyvönen excelled in pointing out what
seemed to be weaknesses in my reasoning from a physicist’s point of view. Anu
Huttunen, Lei Dong, Riitta Toivonen, Jukka-Pekka Onnela, Ville-Petteri Mäkinen,
Lorna Stimson, Tomasz Róg, Jari Saramäki (who introduced me to the wonderful
world of LATEX), Kaija Virolainen, Jukka Tulkki, Jouko Lampinen, Riku Linna,
Peter Engelhardt, Andrew Thomas, Mikko Sillanpää, my parents, and my sis-
ter Katarina have all helped me by discussing various aspects of my work and
other topics that span complex systems and the ways of dealing with them, not to
mention all the help that I got from Eeva Lampinen when dealing with practical
matters. Last but not least I thank the interlibrary lending service of HUT Library
that virtually never failed in providing me with literature that otherwise would
have been beyond my reach.

It is somewhat difficult to currently classify this work as belonging to any
well-established field, which leaves open the intriguing possibility that it is the
beginning of something new. This thesis attempts to formalize sex determination,
and places it into a larger system context in a way that provides common ground
for evolutionary, ecological, developmental and physiological views. What I left
out from this thesis is a yet larger contextual setting that I had to form in order
to be able to nail down the limits of this dissertation work. I was eventually ap-
proaching the question of defining aspects of biological organisms and definitions
of living systems. Therefore, there will be plenty to do in the future years, and
I must keep focused to make the next move. But for now, I take the privilege of
enjoying having completed this dissertation: It’s been one hell of a ride. . . and I’ve
loved almost every minute of it.

Espoo, 14th February 2008

Margareta Segerståhl
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Chapter 1

Introduction

When individuals develop, the sexual aspects of their phenotype are the result of
sex determination biology. Sex determination is especially an aspect of animal
development since a large proportion of animal species consists of separate male
and female individuals. Much work has been done in order understanding how
the choice between male and female developmental fate is made. The quest has
been for the molecular and genetic mechanisms that determine an individual’s sex
but this topic has proved to be a very difficult one to study. Currently there is
more data than ever on genes and molecules that are involved in sex determina-
tion processes, yet the picture remains complex. In this thesis, methods of systems
science have been used to specifically tackle the complexity that is encountered
in the developmental biology of sex determination. The result is a novel systems
description of the phenomenon in question. This work provides a basis for integ-
rative study of sex determination mechanisms as well as other aspects of sexually
dimorphic development. Many aspects of sex determination biology that have
previously seemed puzzling look less surprising when interpreted in terms of the
novel conceptual systems framework that this study provides.

1.1 Developmental Biology

Whereas most fields of medicine and biology deal with mature, fully developed in-
dividuals, developmental biology addresses the very mechanisms by which, from
a single cell, a completely new complex multicellular organism develops. The
single cell from which animal development usually starts is the fertilized egg—
the zygote. The developmental events that follow fertilization are dynamic pro-
cesses of quite dramatic nature which nevertheless take place in an orderly man-
ner. Developmental change is characterized by complex tissue interaction and
morphogenetic processes which often involve cell migration as well as destruction
of transient developmental structures (Gilbert, 1997; Rudel and Sommer, 2003).



2 Introduction

Different cell types arise from stem cell populations through specific develop-
mental programs. From an initial dividing population of clonal cells a complex
physical entity emerges that consists of various kinds of functional and structural
components. Eventually, an individual’s bodyform, organ structure, and physical
appearance become established.

Most of current research in developmental biology revolves around identific-
ation of genes and molecules that participate in the morphogenetic processes of
complex multicellular organisms. However, basic features of the cellular pro-
cesses that accompany multicellular development are found throughout the Euk-
arya and many of the molecular mechanisms that operate in animal development
seem to have an ancient unicellular origin (Alvarez-Buylla et al., 2000; King et al.,
2003). Significant diversification of developmental mechanisms has taken place
during animal evolution and the developmental processes of extant multicellular
organisms give rise to an astonishing functional and structural complexity. Highly
specialized cell types and organ structures organize to form functional entities that
serve precise functions for the benefit of the multicellular organism.

An understanding of developmental mechanisms is not only interesting in its
own right, but is linked to various fields of biological research including molecu-
lar biology, physiology, cell biology, cancer biology, neurology, immunology, and
even ecology and evolutionary biology (Gilbert, 1997). Therefore, developmental
biology is an integrative science with main emphasis on gene regulatory aspects
and the mechanisms of cell-cell signaling (Gilbert, 2006). As more and more can-
didate genes and molecules are entering the scene, much remains to be done in
terms of achieving a general understanding of the complexity and variability of
developmental mechanisms that run the show every time a new biological organ-
ism develops.

1.2 The Problem of Sex Determination

The animal species that most of us are typically familiar with consist of male
and female individuals. Sex determination refers to the developmental events
that establish and fix an individual’s sexual phenotype in such species (Gilbert,
2006). But given the great diversity of animal form, there is no standard definition
as to what characteristics should be associated with “maleness” or “femaleness”
(Whitfield, 2004). Therefore, the ultimate definition of an individual’s sex is of-
ten formulated in terms of germ cell biology: Males produce small and motile
sperm cells whereas females produce large, sessile eggs. However, in a number of
species there are also hermaphrodite individuals. Hermaphrodites are capable of
producing both types of germ cells and for instance in the nematode worm Caen-
orhabditis elegans the two sexes that constitute the species are the male and the
self-fertilizing hermaphrodite (Goodwin and Ellis, 2002). Also in such species we
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can conclude that sex determination takes place.

Just as there is no universal standard for the male or the female phenotype,
there is no standard way in which an individual’s sex is determined. An early
assumption was that since sex determination is an important event in animal de-
velopment, the developmental mechanisms of it would be well conserved in evol-
ution (Wolf, 1999). This, however, has not turned out to be the case. Research has
surprisingly shown that although sex determination is a general biological phe-
nomenon, different kinds of mechanisms realize the process in different species
(Haag and Doty, 2005). Whereas in humans, mice, and fruit flies specific sex
chromosomes determine the course of sexual differentiation there are many spe-
cies where environmental factors determine whether an individual develops as a
male or as a female (Haag and Doty, 2005; Shine, 1999). Currently known envir-
onmental sex determination factors range from temperature and pH to nutritional
status and social cues (reviewed in Haag and Doty, 2005).

In developmental biology most attention is traditionally given to somatic de-
velopment and the actual multicellular body that forms. However, sex determ-
ination and the male–female distinction is also present in germ cell biology. In
population genetics the sperm–egg difference is considered to be the evolutionary
basis on which all other aspects of sexual dimorphism are based on (Baker and
Parker, 1973; Parker et al., 1972): Therefore, we may consider the germ cells to
present the most fundamental level on which the phenomenon of sexual dimorph-
ism and thereby sex determination occurs. But the mechanisms that regulate germ
line sex determination are equally complex as are the ones regulating the develop-
ment of somatic sexual characteristics (Wawersik, 2006). To further complicate
the scene, there are many different ways in which the processes of somatic sex
determination and germ line sex determination are linked to each other in differ-
ent species (Billeter et al., 2006; Gilbert, 2006; Kim and Capel, 2006; Schutt and
Nöthiger, 2000; Steinmann-Zwicky, 1994).

Developmental biology of sex determination seems to be an intriguingly com-
plex phenomenon. As more and more is known about the molecular and genetic
components of sex determination mechanisms, it has become evident that we are
currently lacking the ability to fully understand what the data tell us. This theor-
etical study stems from this complexity, from problems that currently complicate
experimental research (see Cederroth et al., 2007). Presumably as an attempt to
reduce the complexity of the phenomenon in question, studies of sex determin-
ation tend to be structly focused on some particular species, or, for instance, on
some particular signaling pathway or pathway component, although the overall
phenomenon is a universal aspect of animal life. Therefore, a holistic system
treatment would provide a new approach to the problem of sex determination.
More importantly, it could be used directly to tackle what I consider to be the
ultimate problem in sex determination biology, namely its complexity.



4 Introduction

1.3 Dissertation Outline

Complex phenomena can be studied as systems and in this dissertation a novel
way of addressing sex determination biology is developed. Instead of focusing on
some particular aspect or some specific problem, I examine potentially problem-
atic conceptual matters that exist in the field of sex determination research. The
result is a case of system identification that addresses directly the system structure
of the overall phenomenon. After this introductory first chapter, chapter two will
describe the phenomenon in question and review problems that currently exist in
our theoretical understanding of sex determination biology. In the third chapter a
plan for addressing the apparent complexity of sex determination biology is de-
veloped.

In the fourth chapter I formulate three novel questions. These questions ad-
dress basic paradigms of developmental sex determination research and chapters
five through eight take us from these three questions towards a systems view of
sex determination biology. Developmental biology of sex determination is not ex-
amined directly in terms of the cells and tissues that actually realize the process in
true organisms. Instead, a more abstract systems approach is developed to capture
systems structure and dynamics presented by the developmental events in ques-
tion. Chapter nine summarizes the novel view thereby obtained: paradigmatic
a priori distinctions between male and female development, as well as dissoci-
ation of germ line sex determination and somatic sex determination biology, are
set aside. Male and female development form a functional systems entity that
both accomplishes sexual reproduction and produces developmental multicellular
organisms. The conceptual relationship between ovary and testis development is
defined in a novel way. Germ line sex determination receives a much more prom-
inent role than what is typical in more conventional sex determination studies.

This study introduces systems science to developmental biology in a way that
increases our ability to understand its complexity. This forms a basis for more
efficient examination and interpretation of experimentally obtained data. An im-
mediate consequence ofo this work is that many aspects of sex determination bio-
logy that up until now have appeared problematic, no longer seem extraordinary.
This achievement required that evolutionary, developmental, physiological, and
ecological viewpoints were combined to only serve one purpose: the formulation
of a general systems description that can capture the dynamics presented by the
developmental processes of sex determination. The novel approach that is hereby
initiated can grow and develop to become a general tool to be used in interpret-
ation of experimental results and the design of future experiments. It is my firm
belief that the most demanding challenge in the study of sex determination, and
in all of developmental biology for that matter, is to learn how to deal with the
systems complexity that so clearly is an inherent aspect of developmental multi-
cellularity. This work contributes to that aim.



Chapter 2

Complexity of Sex Determination
Biology

In this second chapter I turn attention to the biological diversity that is encountered
when the general process of animal sex determination in addressed. First of all,
there is no standard way of describing “maleness” or “femaleness” in terms of
what an individual should look, taste, or feel like. The only universal difference
is found at the level of germ cell biology: Males produce sperm and females pro-
duce eggs (Whitfield, 2004). Also, different species have different sex determina-
tion mechanisms (Bull, 1983; Haag and Doty, 2005; Morrish and Sinclair, 2002;
Schutt and Nöthiger, 2000) These mechanisms can be very complex and they can
change rapidly during evolution (Marín and Baker, 1998).

Vertebrates are no exception to the generalizations just presented: There is
no absolute male or female phenotype and different kinds of mechanisms operate
in different species determining sex and guiding the development of sex-specific
characteristics (Sekido and Lovell-Badge, 2007). However, there is one unifying
theme in sex determination biology of vertebrates: The decisive developmental
event is whether the embryonic gonad primordium begins to develop as a testis or
as an ovary. After this, the hormones secreted by the developing gonads affect the
whole embryo in such a way that other sexual characteristics develop according to
the sex of the gonads (Jost, 1947). Hence, the concrete time and place where ver-
tebrate sex determination mechanisms exert their primary effect is the embryonic
gonad and formation of either testes or ovaries is considered to be the key event
and master regulator of sexual development in vertebrates.

2.1 Sexual Dimorphism

A significant aspect of metazoan life is the existence of species consisting of sep-
arate male and female individuals (Blüm, 1985; Gilbert and Raunio, 1997; Schutt
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and Nöthiger, 2000). Animal species come in many different forms such that
it is hardly surprising that in different species different phenotypic characteristics
exhibit sexual dimorphism. As a result of this, there is no standard way of describ-
ing what a male individual or a female individual looks like. Virtually all degrees
of variation seem to exist when one considers the degree of sexually dimorphic
development that takes place in different species.

Sometimes the male and female phenotypes are very similar. For instance,
external phenotype of South American parrots (Psittacidae, Aves), does not reveal
the sex of an individual to a human observer. Moles (genus Talpa) present an
interesting mammalian case as the standard female phenotype is very masculine
(Beolchini et al., 2000; Whitworth et al., 1999). In opposite cases we can easily
identify individuals as members of their respective sex based on morphological,
physiological, behavioral, and other characteristics. An extreme case of sexual
dimorphism is presented by the deep sea ceratioid anglerfish (Pietsch, 1975). In-
dividuals of this species are either large females or dwarf males and the males have
an altered morphology. Once a male attaches to a female it grows large testes but
otherwise undergoes developmental deterioration. The male becomes parasitic in
a process that involves epidermal fusion at the site of skin contact between the
male and the female. The end result is permanent coexistence of the male and
female individuals who develop a shared blood circulatory system. The male is
dependent on the nutrients provided by the female and the female receives sperm
for fertilization.

At the level of internal and external reproductive organs the male–female dif-
ferences are more uniform than in the case of the overall sexual phenotype (see
Blüm, 1985). These include the gonad and the associated sex-specific ductal struc-
tures and the sex-specific basic bauplan of these organs is relatively fixed across a
wide variety of species. However, there is variation in the precise form that these
structures adopt and in the processes that form them during ontogeny. In females
especially the internal reproductive structures have been subject to evolutionary
selection that has been acting on various aspects of egg production, fertilization,
zygote survival, as well as nurture and protection of the developing offspring.

However, the only universal difference between males and females is the type
of germ cells they produce. But a basic paradigm of biological research is a dis-
tinction that is made between germ line and soma (Starz-Gaiano and Lehmann,
2001; Weismann, 1889). It refers to the dichotomy between those cells that con-
tribute to the sexual germ cell population and those cells that form the actual body
of an individual. The soma will be lost when an individual dies, whereas the
germ line cells, sperm and egg, are considered to be potentially immortal because
they may continue their existence in the individuals of new generations. For us,
this is a significant matter since unlike most other aspects of the somatic pheno-
type, sexual identity–being male or female—is also present in germ cell biology
as males produce sperm and females produce eggs.
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2.2 Sex Determination Mechanisms

In nature, an enormous variety of different kinds of sex determination systems
exists (Bell, 1982; Bull, 1983; Haag and Doty, 2005). Although the details of
any particular mechanism are often clade-specific if not species-specific, sex de-
termination mechanisms can roughly be divided into two groups: genetic systems
and environmental systems. In certain taxa, such as mammals and birds, specific
sex chromosomes exist and genetic sex determination is the rule. As opposed to
this, in reptiles and fish it is much more common that there are no clear genetic
differences between male and female individuals. Instead, sex is determined for
each individual by environmental factors, typically by circumstances that reign at
the time when gonads first form during embryogenesis.

Genetic sex determination mechanisms are based on existence of male-female
differences at the level of chromosomes, genes, or gene alleles. The course of
sexual development for each individual becomes permanently fixed already at the
time of fertilization. Examples of genetic sex determination mechanisms include
the familiar mammalian case of male heterogamety, XY male and XX female,
and female heterogamety, ZW female and ZZ male, which is the method of sex
determination in birds (Ellegren, 2000, 2001; Huynen et al., 2002). Here, the
letters Z, W, X, and Y represent specific sex chromosomes which stand out in the
caryotype. It is more difficult to identify genetic systems when the difference lies
at the level of genes or in gene alleles, and in many taxa the mechanism of sex
determination remains unknown.

Environmental sex determination mechanisms are commonly found in reptiles
such as alligators and turtles (Crews, 2003) and also occur in fish (Bulmer, 1987;
Conover and Heins, 1987). Many environmental factors are known that can act
as sex determination signals including physical factors such as temperature, water
salinity and pH, and for instance social cues deriving from local sex ratio or popu-
lation density. In these systems there are no sex-specific genetic and offspring do
not inherit distinguishable sex-determining factors form the parents. In terms of
sexual development, all embryos are initially alike and sexual identity is set later
during embryonic development. It was previously thought that genetic and envir-
onmental sex determination mechanisms are mutually exclusive—a view that is
currently changing as interesting cases have been reported where sex determin-
ation is influenced both by genetic and environmental factors (Goth and Booth,
2005; Prahlad et al., 2003; Sarre et al., 2004; Shine et al., 2002).

Despite the diversity of sex determination mechanisms there is a unifying de-
velopmental theme in vertebrate sex determination: The mechanisms operate in
the gonad. The early organ primordium initially is the same in all embryos show-
ing no signs of sex-specific development. At a certain developmental point sex-
specific differentiation starts and gonads acquire characteristics of either testes or
ovaries. The role of sex determination mechanisms is defined to be that of direct-
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ing the indifferent organ primordium towards one or the other of two alternatives
developmental pathways that exist for forming two different organs (Yao et al.,
2004). But even in the restricted scope of gonad development, it has been difficult
to see what the basic principles are that govern the sex determination process (Yao
and Capel, 2005). Although genes have been identified, that participate in sex de-
termination in various species, the patterns of gene expression are puzzling: many
important genes are shared even between distantly related organisms, but these
genes can be activated differently in different species (Yao and Capel, 2005).

Physiologically, the result of sex determination is that the newly-formed gon-
ads produce a sex-specific hormonal milieu for the rest of the embryo. The hor-
mone environment then to a large extent influences the development of all other
sexual characteristics. It has been observed, however, that in some cases the ac-
tual sex determination mechanism responsible for determining the developmental
fate of the gonad structure can also directly influence the development of other
sexual characteristics. Examples include regulation of body size and behavioral
aspects in lizards (Crews et al., 2006) and pouch versus scrotum development in
marsupial mammals (Graves, 1996). But more often than not, sexually dimorphic
development of vertebrates is clearly controlled by the function of the embryonic
gonads.

Because of the central role that gonad development has in vertebrate sex de-
termination, the whole problem of sex determination biology has been summar-
ized as the question about the mechanism(s) that turn an early gonad into a testis or
into an ovary. This choice event is known as primary sex determination. Primary
sex determination has been of particular interest to developmental biologists be-
cause it presents a model system in which to study how choices are made between
alternative differentiation pathways. In some cases there is quite good general
understanding of the molecular network that accomplishes sex determination. In
some other cases, such as mammals, it has been more difficult to construct models
that would show how the known genetic and molecular components interact with
eachother during the process. General descriptions of sex determination describe
a system consisting of a master regulator and two linear developmental pathways,
one for ovary and one for testis. The master switch is thought to operates in the
manner of a toggle switch and the linear pathway of ovary development or testis
development is chosen according to the signal(s) that the master switch delivers
(Gilbert, 2006; Wilkins, 2002).

In mammals a master regulator for male development has been identified. It
is a gene known as Sry (sex determining region of the Y chromosome) which
resides on the Y chromosome. The gene product is a conformational transcription
factor that has the ability to bend double-stranded DNA (Rimini et al., 1995).
The Sry gene is a dominant male-determining factor and there is no counterpart
gene on the X chromosome. Hence, individuals that inherit a Y chromosome,
and thereby the Sry gene, develop as males. In the absence of Sry action, female
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development takes place. But Sry acts as the master regulator of sex determination
only in mammals (Schmal et al., 2003; Spotila et al., 1994). In other vertebrate
taxa sex determination is acheved by other means. Current evidence suggests,
however, that more evolutionary conservation is to be found in the down stream
developmental pathways that actually form ovaries and testes, than in the nature
of master switches that activate these pathways (Capel, 2000; Koopman, 2005).

The prevailing evolutionary view is that a sexually dimorphic germ line, exist-
ence of sperm and egg, forms the evolutionary basis for all other aspects of sexual
dimorphism (Hoekstra, 1990; Randerson and Hurst, 2001). The cell attribute that
has been studied the most is cell size. Male gametes are defined as being small and
motile, and typically they are produced in large quantities. Female gametes, eggs,
are defined on the basis of them being much larger cells and typically immotile.
In the field of developmental biology, germ line sex determination may be con-
sidered to be a marginal topic. However, in phyletic terms it is the most general
system where sex determination can be studied which reaises the idea that perhaps
in its development it hosts the most general kind of developmental biology that
organisms possess. Keeping this in mind, it might be worth while in the future to
direct more general interest to the developmental biology of the germ line—not
just for the sake of germ cell biology and sex determination study, but from the
point of view of general developmental biology and the mechanisms thereof.

2.3 Problems in the Study of Sex Determination Mech-
anisms

Males and females develop faithfully generation after generation, and the overall
developmental of sexual characteristics is usually very similar in related species
(Blüm, 1985). The molecular mechanisms of sex determination, however, evolve
rapidly. The molecular gene regulatory pathways either have different structure or
they differ in terms of what genes and molecules are involved (Gilbert, 2006; Nef
et al., 2005; Zarkower, 2001). For instance, the description of the gene regulatory
pathway that controls sex determination in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster
(Cline and Meyers, 1996; Hilfiker-Kleiner et al., 1994) is quite different from
the cases of, say, mammals (Koopman, 2001a; Veitia et al., 2001) and C. eleg-
ans (Cline and Meyers, 1996; Stothard and Pilgrim, 2003). Some components
of these networks seem to be more conserved in evolution than other (Morrish
and Sinclair, 2002; Zarkower, 2001) but many questions remain unanswered. For
most species a comprehensive picture of the signaling networks that operate in
sex determination is missing (Cederrooth et al., 2007; Veitia et al., 2001). In gen-
eral, the data on sex determination genes and molecules may be handsome, but
for most part it is descriptive rather than explanatory. The nature of knowledge
remains sporadic—textbooks and review articles must settle for introducing the
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topic of sex determination through descriptive case studies of the best known an-
imal systems.

General interest has typically been on the human case, therefore it is not sur-
prising that much of what is known of sex determination is based on studying mice
and humans (Wilkins, 2002). Other sex determination systems are typically inter-
preted in terms of what is known of mammals, and they often appear strange. Ex-
periments have shown that the gene regulatory network of sex determination can
operate differently even in very closely related species (Bullejos and Koopman,
2005). It has not been possible to construct general, widely applicable models of
signaling pathways and there is no unified picture of sex determination biology.
Instead, general knowledge consists of descriptions of specific systems found in
different species and knowledge of sex determination events in one species is not
necessarily applicable in another species. In other words, much is known about
the genes and molecules that are involved in these processes but the operational
principles of the signaling networks or their patterns of evolutionary change are
not well understood (Pomiakowski et al., 2004; Yao and Capel, 2005).

Three problems in particular contributed to my decision to apply a systems
view to sex determination biology. First of all, the diversity of different sex de-
termination mechanisms that exists in nature is currently interpreted to present
an evolutionary paradox. Secondly, in the study of temperature dependent sex
determination mechanisms it is deemed curious that in addition to temperatures
that produce male hatchlings and temperatures producing female hatchlings, there
are also temperatures that simultaneously produce intact individuals of both sexes
instead of mixed-sex individuals. Third problem arises from the biology of fish:
in many species individuals undergo natural sex reversal. This chapter now con-
cludes with brief descriptions of these three cases.

2.3.1 Multitude of Sex Determination Mechanisms

At the beginning of the 20th century first scientific answers to the question about
the mechanisms of male versus female sex determination were obtained. Identi-
fication of sex chromosomes in insects (Wilson, 1905) was followed by further
discovery of other deterministic genetic mechanisms that produced male and fe-
male individuals in different animal taxa. As if the existence of many different
genetic ways of regulating sex determination were not enough, the topic of sex
determination mechanisms has been complicated further by the existence of vari-
ous kinds of environmental sex determination mechanisms.

As the complexity of sex determination biology has been unraveling, it has
become a mystery of its own. Genetic mechanisms that could account for gen-
erating such diversity have been examined theoretically (Bull, 1983) but to my
knowledge, the evolutionary significance of this diversity has not been theoretic-
ally scrutinized. Currently, it is not understood why developmental mechanisms
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of sex determination, unlike many other developmental mechanisms that operate
during embryonic development, change rapidly in evolution (Wolf, 1999). From
the viewpoint of evolutionary biology one would expect that once a good solution
appears for a task as important as sex determination, it is preserved by natural se-
lection (McVean and Hurst, 1996; Wolf, 1999). Therefore, the observed multitude
of sex determination mechanisms presents an evolutionary paradox.

This multitude is also puzzling from the point ofview of developmental bio-
logy since the actual sexual phenotypes often are relatively stable despite the di-
versity that exists in the regulation of the developmental events at molecular and
genetic level. Comparative across-species studies have in other instances pro-
duced important insight about developmental mechanisms, but are not as succes-
ful in the delivery of explanatory answers about the operational principles of sex
determination mechanisms. Summa summarum, the known multitude of sex de-
termination mechanisms is a mystery: We can describe the variety, but we are
unable to explain why it exists. My primary concern here is not the diversity
itself, it is a biological fact. What I consider as the problem is the inability of
current theory to help us see why such diversity exists.

2.3.2 One Temperature—Two Sexes

Sex determination is typically viewed as an event where the developmental pro-
gram for one of two alternative traits is activated. One of these is the male differ-
entiation pathway, the other is the female differentiation pathway. As a result one
of two different alternative traits, “maleness” or “femaleness”, becomes fixed.
In the case of genetic sex determination systems it is relatively easy to adopt a
straight-forward point of view that the situation is comparable to the expression
of any other physical trait (Barth, 1953; Bull, 1983). But when it comes to other
than genetic sex determination systems the picture gets more complicated.

Temperature dependent sex determination is common especially in turtles and
alligators (Johnston et al., 1995). In these species sexual development is determ-
ined by the incubation temperature of eggs. Typically there are male-determining
and female-determining temperatures. In addition, certain temperatures may pro-
duce both males and females in varying ratios and this situation has been deemed
strange (Johnston et al., 1995). The situation seems to be the following:
The sex determining temperatures are seen as switches that can activate devel-
opmental pathways (Yao and Capel, 2005). Male producing temperatures activ-
ate the male pathway whereas female producing temperatures activate the female
pathway. Therefore, if there now exist a temperature that can obviously activate
both pathways, why do individuals not develop both male and female characterist-
ics? Instead, in most cases individuals still develop normally as males or females
(Crews et al., 1991).

In such a case it is reasonable to expect that the sexual phenotypes of an indi-
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viduals would be be mixed. However, since they are not, one may also consider
other ways of looking at the problem. One alternative is to presume that we are
dealing with a bifurcation process with two alternative outcomes. The role of tem-
perature would not be to trigger pathways, but to influence the probability that the
system (gonad) has of choosing one or the other differentiation plan (Mittwoch,
2006). Such bifurcation processes are commonly dealt with in physics and they
can be applied to biology (Camazine et al., 2001) but it appears that they are cur-
rently not applied to the study of temperature dependent sex determination.

2.3.3 Fish That Change Sex

In many fish species there is variation in the stability of the sexual phenotype:
Individuals can naturally alter their sex (Xia et al., 2007). This means that a
fish changes its functional sex as a normal part of its life. Depending on the
species, the change can happen from male to female, or vice versa. From the
predominating viewpoint of sex being a deterministically established trait, this
kind of behavior may appears strange. But if simply observed as such, and not
in the light of other existing sex determination systems, it looks like individuals
are alternating between two different physiological states: one is egg producing
and the other is sperm producing. In this context, maleness and femaleness could
be defined as two alternative physiological states. It is common that organs and
organisms adopt different physiological states in different situations or at different
life cycle phases, but such a physiological viewpoint is typically not applied to sex
determination studies. There would, however, be nothing strange in fish changing
sex if we had not been predisposed by knowledge that sex is to be thought of as
a trait that is established permanently at the time of conception or at the latest as
embryonic gonads form.



Chapter 3

Devising a Plan

Sexual dimorphism is a diverse phenomenon and it can be approached from dif-
ferent perspectives. Topics that are addressed at the population level include
sexual selection that can drive evolution of sex-specific phenotypes in a popu-
lation (Agrawal, 2001; Andersson, 1994; Cotton et al., 2006) , and evolution of
sex ratio (Cameron and Linklater, 2007; Queller, 2006). The existence of two
sexes can even be an evolutionary force contributing to reproductive isolation and
speciation (Chapman, 2006; Lande et al., 2001). The focus in this thesis is on
the developmental biology of individuals and sex determination and on the com-
plexity that characterizes sex determination biology. However, I could not find
sex determination studies that would specifically address the complexity aspect.
Therefore, a basis for a novel approach that addresses the complexity issue needs
to be developed in this thesis.

Developmental biology of vertebrate (mammalian) sex determination as de-
scribed in Gilbert (2006) is the starting point in this study simply because it is
the system that I know best for having worked on it before. Also, it was decided
that the main focus is on the fact that many problems exist in the field of sex
determination study, not on any single problem as such. Acquirance of a gen-
eral view would be the real aim and perhaps, in addition, possible solutions are
found to some currently existing problems. This chapter presents the plan that
was devised. It has three main parts. First of all, the problem in question has to be
defined. Second, the decision was made to focus on general theoretical aspects,
and finally, an applied systems approach is the method of investigation. Special
attention is given to conceptual and paradigmatic issues.

3.1 Defining the Problem

Evolutionary variation and developmental complexity of sex determination bio-
logy present problems both for the population geneticist interested in evolution-
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ary aspects as well as for the developmental biologist who wants to master the
actual molecular mechanisms of developmental pathways. But what is the actual
problem in the study of sex determination? There are two main alternatives. Either
several independent problems exist in different fields that study sex determination,
or, there is some more general problem in sex determination research. In the latter
case many problems would exist because of the way in which the phenomenon is
being viewed, described, and understood.

Nature has no problem with sex determination biology—Sex determination
processes function smoothly irrespective of the precise way in which they happen
in any one species. Most likely the different biological processes that converge
in sex determination are products of coevolutionary adaptation and one would ex-
pect there to be well established, identifiable process structures. Therefore, the
presence of several seemingly unrelated problems seem more unlikely than the
possibility that there is some problem in the way in which the topic is addressed
and in theoretical aspects. Especially the persistence of the problems despite of
many direct attempts to solve them suggests that this might be the case. Finally,
since the current situation results from the way in which sex determination re-
search has been conducted so far, it is quite possible that less-studied or neglected
aspects hold important information that remains to be found.

3.2 Theoretical Modeling

In science, theory should be developed as data accumulates as an integral part of
the scientific process. However, the persistence of many problematic aspect in
sex determination biology despite that more facts are known than ever, implies
that development of theory lags behind. It is actually the case, that no formal the-
ory seems to exist for sex determination biology, let alone for the developmental
mechanisms of it although it is a very widespread and influential biological phe-
nomenon. However, this does not hinder us from finding out the present state of
theory; the theory that despite of missing formal theory is being used in every-
day research. We can examine textbooks and general scientific correspondence
which do convey prevailing views and assumptions. The way in which problems
are stated and results are discussed reveals to a large extent what kind of theory is
currently in use thus providing clues as to what, if anything, might be wrong with
it.

It is clear that the general understanding of sex determination biology is largely
built on what is known about the mammalian case. Developmental study of ver-
tebrate sex determination has been focused on finding the molecular signals that
determine sexual fate of the gonad structure. It has been stated that in order to
understand sex determination mechanisms, reference model systems are needed
whose structure and operation are known in great detail (Wilkins, 2002). This goes
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well with the fact that the main emphasis in sex determination research is strongly
on experimental methods that provide the data. Here, I share the view that ref-
erence systems are needed, however, I argue that provision of detailed molecular
and genetic descriptions of signaling mechanisms and subcellular processes is not
the only way to pursue this goal.

Choosing the mammalian system as a general reference framework may even
turn out to be an especially bad choice. Mammals, like presumably all biological
organisms, are likely to exhibit many clade-specific aspects. But considering all
Metazoans, the sex determination system of placental mammals (including hu-
mans and mice) seems to have been stabilized relatively late, at the time when the
lineage of placental mammals became established (Wolf, 1999). This, together
with the general observation that in large taxonomic groups there often is some
predominant way of determining sex, leads me to the following conclusion: In
the lineage leading to mammals, sex determination biology had been changing in
evolution until much more recently than what we might presume to have been the
case for other large taxa that also exhibit some predominant form of sex determ-
ination, but have a more ancient evolutionary origins. This would mean that the
ancient, general basis of animal sex determination, should we presume there to
have been one, was already quite perturbed by the time the mammalian version
was stabilized. Therefore, mammals would not be my choice for a general-use
reference system, especially when discussing the matter on a detailed level of
description.

An alternative to the detailed model approach promoted among others by
Wilkins (2002) is a minimal model approach (Weiss et al., 2003). In the min-
imal model approach, the aim is to construct a general theoretical model that
can provide a general system basis for the phenomenon of interest. If one is to
construct such a model for sex determination biology, one should compare more
general aspects in many different species and search for informative clues and
common aspects. Contrary to the detailed model approach, this would be done
by comparing taxa that are ancient evolutionary relatives, hence distantly related
species, and by finding out what little seems to be conserved. The most per-
sistent aspects are then presumed to be general aspects and therefore of use in
model construction. A good general model provides a basis from which the spe-
cific cases can be logically derived revealing general system principles that can
help us to understand the biology of real organisms. Because of likely existence
of many species-specific aspects in all real cases, I would avoid using reference
models that are precise, detailed descriptions of sex determination mechanisms of
currently living organisms.
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3.3 Systems View

The problems that seem to bother sex determination study seem to be problems in
understanding. This implies that they should be addressed by means other than ex-
perimental embryology. Instead of attacking complexity by producing even more
data, we should focus on acquiring a better understanding of what we already have
(Lazebnik, 2004). Alternative viewpoint could be tested if only they were being
generated but apparently this is currently not the case. One reason for this may be
that the necessary conceptual tools are missing. A general systems model, a con-
ceptual reference framework providing a structure in terms of which to interpret
data and examine the questions that are being asked, would be such a tool.

Perhaps as an attempt to reduce the complexity of the phenomenon in ques-
tion, sex determination studies typically focus on some particular species, or for
instance on the evolutionary history of some particular signaling pathway com-
ponent. Developmental mechanisms of sex determination have mostly been sub-
ject to detailed experimental studies. Male and female development are typically
dealt with as separate issues. The matter of germ line sex determination, differen-
tiation of sperm cells and egg cells, is often separated completely from the study
of somatic sexual differentiation: development of the germ line cells and asso-
ciated physiology are considered to belong to the field of reproductive biology
rather than to developmental biology. All this given, a holistic systems approach
would provide a novel view to developmental biology of sex determination.

A basic requirement of a systems approach is that the phenomenomena in
question can be described in systems terms. A formal description then provides
a framework in terms of which structure and function of specific cases can be
examined. But as just described in the previous section no general model exists
for developmental biology of sex determination. Instead, the mammalian system
often serves as a reference model. Lack of a general systems description is one
possible reason for current confusion and the unfortunate situation that instead
of providing solutions, the increasing amount of detailed knowledge makes the
biology of sex determination seem more complex than ever. Especially in the
case of developmental mechanisms of sex determination, there may have been
lack of interest among experimentalists to approach the evolutionary aspect of the
phenomenon (Wilkins, 2002). Therefore, a recharting of the problem landscape
is well in place. After a conceptual analysis, old questions may look different,
new ones might be found, and novel solutions might be proposed for persistent
old problems.

Interestingly, when the topic of sex determination approach in systems terms,
there is no immediate need to be overwhelmed by the apparent complexity of the
phenomenon because sex determination events do exhibit structure. This means
that there is something concrete to start working on. In vertebrate sex determina-
tion, there is first of all a conserved starting point: the sexually indifferent gonad
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primordium. A second general aspect is the formation of testes that produce sperm
and ovaries that produce eggs. A third general aspect is that there are actually two
systems, the germ line and the soma, both of which have to differentiate according
to the same functional sex. We can consider these three aspects to be general sys-
tems characteristics of developmental biology of sex determination. Persistence
of these system characteristics over evolutionary time can be interpreted to mean
that we are dealing with an evolutionarily stable phenomenon and a robust aspect
of animal development.

The existence of the aforementioned general aspects on a higher level of ab-
straction does not remove the fact, that on more detailed levels of description,
at the level of genes and molecules, extensive evolutionary variation is present.
However, when these two notions are combined, they provide yet another general
system characteristic: evolutionarily persistent sex determination systems toler-
ate, if not promote, the emergence of variation. Furthermore, it seems that when
ever in a clade there is a widely distributed basic solution for producing the two
sexes, there also are some exceptional cases that prove the rule (Cameron and
Linklater, 2007; Fredga et al., 1976; Goth and Booth, 2005; Huynen et al., 2002).
Existence of such exceptions could be considered to be yet another common as-
pect of sex determination systems. All this given, I presume that for sex determ-
ination biology there is a general system structure that remains to be indetified. In
this study, developmental biology of sex determination is viewed as a complex,
yet robust, dynamic system which enables us to study it from a systems science
point of view.

In systems terms the goal in sex determination study should be that of un-
derstanding abstract system dynamics rather than that of gaining extensive de-
tailed knowledge about the underlying genetic and molecular factors. A general,
versatile model structure is needed that can describe the phenomenon in formal
terms and better explain existing data. In order to be of general use, the model
only needs to include what is absolutely necessary for capturing the overall phe-
nomenon: it should be a minimal description model. This requires that abstrac-
tions are made and that the exact way of describing the problem is not decided
upon beforehand. Rather, we observe the currently existing descriptions of sex
determination biology of various organisms including text book material, review
articles, and also more specific articles, until some novel way of approaching the
problem reveals itself. We look for some previously unnoticed lead in the wealth
of information that already exists. Unfortunately, such work is severely complic-
ated by the fact that typically, different organisms have initially been studied by
different scientists at different times and in different places. Consequently there
is a lack of common terminology that could be used in communication between
researchers that study different organisms. At present, however, the only way to
overcome this problem is to learn the different vocabularies and terminologies to
whatever extent is necessary.
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Collection of data and development of theory should go hand in hand. A
systems approach is meant to complement experimental work and in the end it is
the integration of the two approaches that provides true insight. In the ideal case
the systems approach delivers a formal description of the phenomenon in terms of
which we then can understand the behavior of the lower-level components: genes
and molecules. In a realistic scenario, however, it will be a long process until
an initial model has matured enough to be called a formal theory. Therefore, the
sooner we obtain a preliminary systems description that can begin to evolve and
develop, the better.

3.4 Examination of Concepts and Paradigms

The stage for sex determination research was set a century ago with the identific-
ation of chromosomal sex determination mechanisms in the fly (Wilson, 1905).
However, there were signs that it all may not be so simple (Allen, 1966; Shull,
1925) and eventually the multitude of sex determination mechanisms begun to
unravel. Although much has been learned about sex determination mechanisms
over the years, that views and attitudes that prevailed when the field was initially
established are present in many statements and paradigms that are still in use
today. The issue is complex even as a biological phenomenon, in addition to
which the treatment of this particular topic may have been influenced by social
and religious views. Therefore, in this study, concepts and paradigms that exist
in sex determination study will be treated with caution. If inconsistencies or in-
coherences are found, they are examined. History of biology is to be consulted
when help is needed in understanding the origin of potentially problematic con-
ceptual aspects. The validity and relevance of paradigms, definitions, and general
concepts can be tested by examining them for alternative viewpoints. All kinds
of biases, prejudices, and old habits are potential sources of problems (Flood and
Carson, 1993).

3.5 The Approach

Presuming that there are problems with the current way of addressing sex de-
termination biology and in interpretation of data, we must focus on conceptual
and theoretical aspects. One way of investigating this problem is to generate al-
ternative hypotheses and to examine if they might change the appearance of the
problem. Decisions about what might be the most appropriate viewpoint at any
one time must be based on its ability to explains existing data.

The raw data on sex determination mechanisms produced by developmental
biologists, physiologists, and ecologists is the material that is available for evol-
utionary biologists and population geneticists. In the same way it is available for
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systems analysis. This requires, however, that the data is presented in such a way
that a systems scientist or someone specialized in complex systems study can as-
similate it. This is also my primary problem. For many kind of biological data
there is no standardized way of presenting it—There definitely is no formal way
of presenting data on dynamical developmental processes of sex determination
biology.

To my knowledge, this thesis is a first attempt to formulate a general sys-
tems description for the developmental phenomenon of sex determination. Basic
methods of systems science (Flood and Carson, 1993) and heuristic mathemat-
ical problem solving (Polya, 2004) have been combined in this work. Data have
been collected from published scientific literature that exists for various organ-
isms. This information has been combined with the knowledge that I have of sex
determination biology of mice (Segerståhl, 2000).

3.6 Validation of Results

The value of the results obtained should be judged based on their ability to make
puzzling aspects seem more reasonable thereby providing novel guidelines for ef-
ficient analysis of the real developmental mechanisms that operate in animal sex
determination. Because of the cross-disciplinary nature of the study, is would be
an advantage if the results are presentable in a generally understandable way. The
relevance of this study should be measured by its ability to offer a preliminary sys-
tems view capable of logically supporting a general understanding of the currently
known facts and data on sex determination.
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Chapter 4

Novel Questions

A thorough analysis of relevant scientific literature was conducted according to
the guidelines set in the previous chapter. An extensive amount of literature on
different kinds of sex determination mechanisms was covered. Also older studies
and text book writing were examined, some dating as far back as to the end of the
19th century were examined in order to get an idea of how the field has been de-
veloping and how the topic of sex determination has been presented to the reader.
In addition to papers that specifically addressed the developmental biology of an-
imal sex determination, other relevant issues were also examined. These included
topics such as life cycle biology , differentiation of sexual germ cells in organ-
isms that do not exhibit sexual dimorphism , developmental biology of the germ
cell line, and the evolution of sexual reproduction in general. Both vertebrate
and invertebrate species were included in the examination in addition to which
protista and plants were also studied. Taxa that were found to be particularly
informative included the placental mammals, birds, the nematode worm C. Eleg-
ans, the fruit fly D. melanogaster, Porifera (sponges), the unicellular green algae
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and C. monoica, the multicellular green alga Volvox
carterii, the malaria causing parasite Plasmodium falciparum, the cellular slime
mold Dictyostelium discoideum, and the two yeasts Saccharomyces cerevisiae and
Schizosaccharomyces pombe.

As a result the following theoretical problems were identified. The first prob-
lem is the status that gonad development has acquired as a unique case of organo-
genesis. The second problem is about the role that is given to germ line in sex
determination study. The third problem considers the germ cell attributes that are
currently used to define male and female gametes. To my knowledge, these ques-
tions have not been previously raised in the study of developmental mechanisms
of sex determination. As will be shown in later chapters, these novel questions
turn out to be very important ones.
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4.1 One Organ Primordium—Two Developmental Fates

A basic paradigm of developmental biology deriving from vertebrate biology
states that gonads present a unique case of embryonic organogenesis. Whereas
a lung primordium can only become a lung, and a liver primordium can only be-
come a liver, the gonad primordium has a choice: it can either follow the male
pathway and become a testis or it can develop according to the female pathway
an become an ovary (Gilbert, 2006; Jost and Magre, 1988; Loffler and Koopman,
2002). This paradigm is now approached with caution. In a typical presentation
of sex determination biology, no explanation is given for why this unique situation
exists. It is not asked why there is only one and not two organ primordia for the
male and the female gonad. I was unable to find any theoretical analysis or formal
account of this matter. Furthermore, let us consider a pair of any two organs other
than ovary and testis, say lung and kidney, and from a functional point of view
they still are just two different organs. But if we consider a pair of two organs to
consist of an ovary and a testis, they can be seen to comprise a system that serves
a particular function, that of sexual reproduction. Therefore, I would avoid assign
paradigmatic uniqueness on the case of gonad development until the matter if fur-
ther examined but the statement that gonadogenesis is a unique phenomenon is
currently directing the way in which research is being carried out and results are
being interpreted. Therefore, the validity of this statement must be examined.

4.2 Significance of the Germ Line

The germline cells, progenitor cells of sperm and egg, constitute a distinct cell
population which from the point of view of embryonic development is set aside
very early in development. In many animals including frogs, flies, and the nem-
atode C. elegans, an unfertilized egg contains specific germ line determinants
(McLaren, 1999; Saffman and Lasko, 1999). These determinants segregate early
in development to those cells that will form the germ line. The cells that do not
inherit these determinants become somatic cells that form rest of the body. The
result is a clear separation of germ line and soma. Inheritance of these molecu-
lar germ cell components is an absolute requirement for germ cell formation in
these species. If they are lost, no germ cells develop and the individual that forms
will be sterile. During early embryonic development the germ cell progenitors
of mammals reside in the the wall of the allantois, outside the embryo proper
(McLaren, 1999). The cells that form are known as the primordial germ cells
(PGCs) and they form a group of cells that can be identified base on their high
alkaline phosphatase content (Chiquoine, 1954). From the viewpoint of multicel-
lular development, PGCs are relatively independent cells that do not form a solid
tissue at any point of their development. Like the somatic gonad, also the germ
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line is sexually indifferent during early development (Zhao and Garbers, 2002).
PGCs form a proliferating cell population that migrates to the site of the devel-
oping gonads and they reach the organ primordium before sexual differentiation
takes place in germ line or or in soma. Their sexual differentiation does not be-
gin until after they reach the somatic gonad (McLaren and Southee, 1997; Swain,
2006; Zhao and Garbers, 2002). Hence, also germ line sex determination happens
inside the actual gonad structure.

Developmental studies of sex determination mechanisms typically focus on
somatic aspects. Fertility, surprisingly, is usually not treated as a key aspect of
the sexual phenotype. Research papers may describe how a transgene does not
have any effect on mouse phenotype as cases of experimental sex reversal are
often presented with little contemplation about infertility that often accompanies
“successfull” cases of experimental sex reversal. From a systems point of view,
it is problematic that the germ line is of secondary importance in sex determin-
ation study. Germ cells, after all, are functional cells of the gonad and whatever
the reason, the fact is that contemplations about germ cell biology do not belong
to the main stream sex determination study. Currently there is no clear view as
to how the developmental mechanisms of germ line sex determination relate to
the overall differentiation mechanisms of ovaries and testes (Bowles et al., 2006;
Swain, 2006; Zhao and Garbers, 2002). What would happen if germ line bio-
logy was treated as an integral part of gonad development and sex determination
biology? To largely ignore the development and sex determination of cells that
literally lie in the heart of gonad form and function is one potential source for the
existence of problems in the general understanding of sex determination. There-
fore, integrative study of germ line and somatic sex determination may provide
novel information.

4.3 Explanatory Attributes of Germ Cell Dimorphism

The commonly accepted explanation for the existence of male–female sexual di-
morphism is based on germ cell biology. Population geneticists have been study-
ing how sperm-egg dimorphism can evolve from isogamy (same size gametes).
The primary cell attributes typically under examination are cell size and motility.
A prominent theory describes how disruptive selection can lead to the generally
observed size disparity between sperm and egg (Parker et al., 1972) and have
an effect on fertilization success and zygote survival. The selective advantage
thereby gained would be greater for larger organisms, hence the predominance
of sexual dimorphism among animals who rely exclusively on sexual reproduc-
tion. It is to be noted, however, that despite large acceptance of this explanation,
number of questions still await for answers and as for the matter of sperm-egg
evolution no final consensus has been reached (Otto and Lenormand, 2002).
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However, should the sperm–egg dimorphism be such a powerful phenomenon,
that all other aspects of sexually dimorphic biology are based on it and the differ-
ence is preserved through evolutionary time, we would expect that there be some
discrete difference between the two germ cell types. First of all, this would be a
more preferable situation from the point of view of preserving information about
the sex of gametes and from the point of view of transmitting this information
to other levels of biological organization that exist in an individual (Schrödinger,
1992). Therefore, the gamete attributes in terms of which the sperm-egg differ-
ence is explained now form a problem. Size and motility are obvious choices
when the attention is on the actual event of fertilization. These are, however,
continuous variable, not discrete ones (Bjork and Pitnick, 2006).

From a systems point of view it is intriguing that sexual dimorphism can suc-
cessfully spread with such persistence from the germ cell level also to higher
levels of biological organization—individuals, populations, species. Extensive
phyletic coverage and the ability of the multilevel systems structure to persist in
evolution suggest that there is more to germ cell sex than what can be found out
by focusing on cell size and motility aspects.

The main reason is that the persistence of sexual dimorphism in the structure
of reproductive systems suggests that there is a discrete system basis for hte phe-
nomenon. one may be tempted to look for a system that operates through discrete
transitions. At a time when the structure of the information-carrying hereditary
material was unknown, Erwin Schrödinger was performing similar contempla-
tions (Schrödinger, 1992). He was concerned with structural aspects of the hered-
itary material, aspects that would contribute to the stability and persistent exist-
ence of that material and could explain faithful preservation of the information
content that the structure carries. Schrödinger predicted that discrete states exist
in the structure, which was later confirmed by the discovery of the double-helix
structure for deoxyrebonucleic acid (DNA) (Watson and Crick, 1953). Maleness
and femaleness of gametes is primarily defined in terms of cell size which is not
a discrete variable. We can not point out a discrete transition point between large
and small. Therefore, we might want to identify a discrete difference that from a
systems point of view can better explain the dichotomous nature of sexual repro-
duction systems that rely on production of sperm and egg.

Germ cell level is the most universal level of biological organization where a
male -female difference can be found. It extends far beyond the borders of Animal
kingdom. Existence of a discrete male-female difference in a system description
of germ cell biology would provide a strong system basis for the way in which
the phenomenon of sexual dimorphism exists in nature. The premise is hence
formed that the basis for sexual dimorphism, and consequently the likely source
for the complexity of sex determination biology, can begin to unravel if a previ-
ously unrecognized discrete feature in sexually dimorphic germ cell biology can
be recognized.



Chapter 5

Focus on Gonad Development

This chapter is the first of four chapters in which I treat the novel questions that
were formulated in the previous chapter. It begins with an analysis of the unique-
ness paradigm of gonad development—that unlike no other organ primordium,
the indifferent gonad can give rise to one of two different organs. I was unable to
find theoretical discussions as to why this should be, therefore, I examine it fur-
ther. Even if the matter seems trivial in the light of the events that actually happen
when gonads form, assigning uniqueness to phenomena is a significant concep-
tual issue in science. There should always be formal reasoning accompanying
such exceptional claims no matter how obvious it all might look to the naked eye.
In the second part of this chapter, starting on page 32, I examine the role assigned
to the germ line in sex determination study.

5.1 Gonad Development—A Unique Case of Organogen-
esis?

A commonly accepted fact is that the developing gonad presents a unique case of
organogenesis. In other instances of organ development only one particular organ
can develop from one particular primordium. However, the gonad primordium
has not one but two alternative developmental fates: It can either becomes a testis
or it can become an ovary (Gilbert, 2006). Experimental study of sex determ-
ination mechanisms is directed towards identifying molecular and genetic mech-
anisms underlying the actual physical events that take place in organogenesis. I
am interested in the same developmental phenomenon as the experimentalists but
instead of addressing the genetic and biomolecular aspects of the directly observ-
able morphogenetic events, I focus on theoretical system-level understanding and
begin by examining the conceptual matter of assigning uniqueness to the case of
gonad development.

“ Uniqueness” is a strong concept, and therefore likely to influence views and
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attitudes that people adopt. Therefore, assigning it to the case of gonad devel-
opment may influence scientific treatment of the topic of sex determination and
for this reason it can be considered to be part of the existing theory of sex de-
termination biology. However, although uniqueness is simply stated as a fact—no
questions asked—the statement is made in such a way that it is possible to exam-
ine it.

5.1.1 Alternative View

The uniqueness-paradigm is based on the observation that ovary and testis, two
different organs, develop from a common embryonic organ primordium. But are
testis and ovary two completely different organs? In addition to exhibiting dif-
ferences, ovaries and testes are also similar in many respects (Jost and Magre,
1988) which makes this a perfectly relevant question. If one considers the adult
organs, ovaries and testes of most species clearly differ in morphology but many
of the functional differences are quantitative rather than qualitative. Both gonad
types are capable of producing androgens and estrogens , and both organs support
the germ line in such a way that meiosis and gametogenesis take place. Also, new
evidence shows that gene activities traditionally considered to be specifically asso-
ciated with embryonic testis determination—making of the male-type gonad—are
expressed also in the ovary, but only at a much later time in development (Not-
arnicola et al., 2006; Salmon et al., 2005). And as already stated, it is generally
agreed that only one kind of organ primodium exists for these two organs.

All this, together with the difficulties in general understanding of sex determ-
ination systems, seemed interesting but it was not easy to find a way to proceed.
Finally, a simple way to further examine the uniqueness-paradigm was found. The
statement that testis and ovary are different organs was simply thought of as being
a null hypothesis, H0. The simplest thing to do then was to generate a counter
hypothesis, H1, stating that ovary and testis are not two different organs. Interest-
ingly, under this assumption the uniqueness that under the prevailing view is used
to explain the observed data, immediately disappears. The case of gonadogenesis
falls in line with other cases of organogenesis: one primodium—one organ—the
gonad. Therefore, we continue on this line of inquiry.

5.1.2 Borrowing From Germ Cell Study

It is clear, of course, that ovary and testis are not identical organs. Therefore,
under the alternative H1 hypothesis stating that ovary and testis are not different
organs, a novel explanation for the occurrence of all the observed sex-specific dif-
ferences must be formulated. A possible alternative explanation can be formed if
one adopts the viewpoint that exists concerning the male-female difference when
germ cells are in question. The tradition is to treat sperm and egg, the two germ
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Ovary and testis are two different organs.

Ovary and testis are not  two different organs. 

What are they then?

If so, which is which?

Ovary less, testis more terminally differentiated.8.

10.

6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

9.

Perhaps one is more differentiated than the other.

Two different forms of one organ?

Different in what sense?

7.

different in terms of germ cell types that they produce. 
But no matter what,  ovaries and testes are distinctly  

Study  germ cell  biology to understand the sperm−egg difference. 

Figure 5.1: Examination of gonad uniqueness using arguments and counter-arguments.
Outline of the discourse that was conducted when contemplating the ovary-testis relation-
ship.
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cell types, collectively as germ cells. From the developmental point of view, how-
ever, it is obvious that the overall appearance and behavior of these two cell types
is completely different except for the matter of performing meiosis and particip-
ating in the fertilization event. Therefore, just like ovaries and testes, the sperm
cells and egg cells also exhibit both similarities and differences, but it is customary
to treat all gametes primarily as equals. In common practice they are addressed
collectively as the germ cells presumably because this is the viewpoint of genetic
inheritance which predominates the study of germ cell biology.

Genetics has had a central role in biological research in the twentieth century
and in terms of genetic inheritance, one of the early assumptions was that all gam-
etes are alike, although we now know that this is not exactly the case (Hayashi
et al., 2000; Hunt and Hassold, 2002; Lenormand and Dutheil, 2005; Randerson
and Hurst, 1999; Surani, 2001). However, the viewpoint of treating male and
female gametes collectively as germ cells has stuck. As to the general opinion
about the somatic sexual phenotype the attitude is completely reversed. In many
human cultures, including the western tradition, the male-female differences have
been, and in many cases continues to be, of great significance reaching far bey-
ond what can justified based on the biological phenotypes and their effect on the
reproductive function.

When there are two observables that exhibit differences but also share simil-
arities, how does one decide whether to treat them as being the same or as being
different? To this, there is no simple answer. Whichever choice is made, it will
be based on a man-made decision, and the “correctness” of the choice is context-
dependent. In gonad development the “male” type and the “female” type are seen
as being distinctly different. It is equally clear that when the germ line is being
discussed, the “male” type and the “female” type are seen as two morphs of a
single cell type, the germ cell. Therefore, as a simple trick, we take the viewpoint
that predominates in germ cell study and apply it to the gonad case: We state that
ovary and testis are two different forms of one particular organ—the gonad. But
immediately a new question arises: different in what sense?

Again, we turn to germ cell study that already provided a solution to the pre-
vious problem. Unfortunately, this time we notice that the germ cell attributes that
are currently used to make the sperm–egg distinction, differences in cell size and
motility, can not be applied to ovaries and testes. We are, however, able to develop
another more useful proposition—still based on germ cell biology.

Hardly anyone would object to the notion that sperm and egg are highly spe-
cialized cell types in terms of form and function. However, the egg can also be
seen as a stem cells: It can both give rise to several different cell lines as well
as self-renew when the germ line eventually gives rise to another egg (Wolpert,
1988). Furthermore, when all animals are considered, parthenogenesis clearly
shows that sometimes fertilization by sperm is dispensable: only an egg is needed
to generate a new individual. In such cases it is especially difficult to object to the
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developmental viewpoint that an egg is a stem cell.
As opposed to the egg being a potential stem cell, a completely different de-

velopmental identity can be assigned to the sperm cells. It is customary to think
of sperm in genetic terms and to consider both sperm and egg to be potentially
immortal cells. But this is the genetic viewpoint, focused on the aspect of gen-
omic inheritance. Our interest is on developmental biology and the decision was
already made that a mature sperm, as a cell, can be seen as a terminally differen-
tiated mortal cell type. I base this decision on the fact that once an animal sperm
cell has formed, it is completely incapable of ever again resuming normal cellular
life consisting of growth and reproduction through cell division. The term that I
use to describe this developmental cul de sac, terminal differentiation, is typic-
ally used in developmental biology to describe the last stage of cell differentiation
after which a cell can not differentiate any further. In order to avoid ambiguity,
I specifically define terminal differentiation also to mean that differentiation has
been irreversible. If a cell can dedifferentiate and resume active life, it is not by
our definition, a terminally differentiated cell. Therefore here, the definition of
terminal differentiation applies to the cell’s inability to resume active cellular life,
rather than to its actual appearance. Hence, according to our developmental defin-
ition, a mature egg is in principle not a terminally differentiated cell although it
definitely has undergone many changes that make it a highly specialized cell, and
a sperm cell is a terminally differentiated cell and doomed to death.

The significance of this conceptual treatment of sperm and egg identities is,
that it now provides us with the following relationship: terminal differentiation
versus stem cell state. This can be modified further to the form more terminally
differentiated versus less terminally differentiated and applied to the case of gonad
development by making the following statement:

• In sex determination, a choice is made between two states that the develop-
ing organ is capable of adopting, it either proceeds with its terminal differ-
entiation process or the system remains less differentiated.

What now remains to be decided upon is which alternative would correspond
to determination of a testis and which one to the determination of an ovary? The
following decision is made:

• When it comes to gonadal sex determination, a testis appears as a more
terminally differentiated gonad while adoption of ovarian fate is is a matter
of exhibits a lesser amount of terminal differentiation at a particular time in
early gonad development.

This decision is mainly based on three aspects of gonad development that con-
vey information about the degree of terminal differentiation, the model organism
being the mouse.
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First of all, testicular differentiation is associated with survival of the first co-
hort of epithelial cords that extend from gonad epithelium to innervate stroma
(Gilbert, 2006). These cords become permanent structures of the testes, they sur-
round the germ line cells persisting thereafter for the entire lifetime of the organ-
ism. In the case of ovarian development, this first cohort degenerates but epithe-
lium proliferates further to produce a new set of cords. These secondary epithelial
cords will form the ovarian follicles surrounding the germ cells that reside inside
the gonad structure. By this time, the germ cells have already initiated the sexual
process of meiosis (Loffler and Koopman, 2002). However, ovarian follicles are
structures that only exist when meiotic germ cells, oocytes, are present, other-
wise they do not survive (Jost and Magre, 1988). In the absence of germ cells the
follicles can transdifferentiate to form cord-like structures resembling the struc-
tures present in normal male testes. (McLaren, 1991).

Secondly, experimental evidence shows, that at the time of embryonic sex
determination, testis differentiation makes the gonadal tissue change more than
ovarian development does, when compared to the tissue that exists in the sexually
indifferent organ primordium (Martineau et al., 1997). Following the initiation of
testicular differentiation, precursor cells of additional testicular cell types migrate
from the adjacent mesonephric tissue to the developing testis. Neither the indiffer-
ent gonad nor developing ovaries induce such cell migration from the mesonephric
tissue to the gonad. Third, we already argued that an egg can be thought of as be-
ing a stem cell whereas a sperm is characterized by terminal differentiation. Germ
cells belong to the gonads and the relationship here, too, is that of ovarian version
being less, and testicular more terminally differentiated.

In addition to all this I mention the observation that the somatic ovary is more
prone to undergo sex reversal than a testis is, even much after the initial period of
primary sex determination (Ottolenghi et al., 2006). This observation is consistent
with the view presented here and in the light of the treatment provided in this
section, this observation seems much less surprising.

5.1.3 Results for Uniqueness

The prevailing view of gonadal sex determination depicts a process where after
an initial sexually indifferent developmental phase one of two possible devel-
opmental pathways is activated as depicted in figure 5.2 B. Here, However, we
presume that there is a common core program for gonad development which is
only being realized differently in males and females. Therefore I propose the fol-
lowing, more linear relationship for different gonad identities in the context of
primary sex determination:

indifferent gonad - ovarian gonad - testicular gonad (see figure 5.2 C).
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This simple description provides a rough outline for the system that is being
influenced by sex determination mechanisms when sex determination events take
place in the embryonic gonad. Hence the sex determination mechanisms would
influence the extent of differentiation that the gonad adopts.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic representations of three views on organ fate determination. (a)
One determined organ primordium for one particular organ. This is considered to be de-
scriptive of all other organs except ovaries and testes. (b) The prevailing view of the gonad
case: There is a sex determination event (*) in the unique bipotential organ primordium,
and either the developmental program of organ O (ovary) is activated or the developmental
program for organ T (testis) is activated. (c) Novel view for gonad development which is
more in line with the standard case presented in a. There is one determined organ primor-
dium for one particular organ G (gonad). Determination of ovarian fate corresponds to an
arrest or attenuation of the developmental program for gonad. Testis determination cor-
responds to more extensive execution of the developmental program for organ G (gonad).
The sex determination event in c is not a choice between alternative developmental pro-
grams but a choice between adopting alternative developmental states Go (ovarian gonad)
or Gt (testicular gonad) in which organ G can exist.

This developmental definition of primary sex determination still allows us to
assume that a choice is made between two different alternatives. We do not have
to change the view that ovaries and testes are two different organs. What has
changed, however, is the nature of the relationship between these two alternatives.
The differences would result from differential system behavior in early gonad de-
velopment, not from adopting discretely divergent unrelated developmental pro-
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grams. We do not necessarily need an event of discrete developmental divergence
in order to be able to explain the existence of these two organ types. Depending
on the extent of terminal differentiation that takes place when the gonad structure
is still young, one or the other gonad type becomes established. Existence of two
radically different developmental programs is not required. This viewpoint of a
single organ with alternative phenotypes resulting from the way in which the dif-
ferentiation processes are realized brings gonad development in line with other
cases of organogenesis.

But is gonad development a unique case of organogenesis? My answer would
be that the gonad is not unique for the reason that has been presumed—that there
is one organ primordium but two completely different organs—however, this is
not my entire answer. Uniqueness for each organ comes from those aspects that
are not present in other organs, from structures, functions, or other kind of man-
euvers that other organs do not exhibit. I would consider that the most unique
aspect of gonad formation is that the developmental processes of this one partic-
ular case of somatic organogenesis happen in tight association with the germ line
cells that must accomplish their own developmental processes. In the gonad, the
developmental mechanisms and events must be compatible with mechanisms that
run the sexual germ line show and this, in my opinion, makes gonad development
a unique case of somatic organogenesis.

5.2 Acknowledging Germ Line Contribution

Developmental study of vertebrate (mammalian) sex determination revolves around
formation of the gonads: an event that is of central importance to all animal spe-
cies that rely on sexual reproduction. The problem of developmental biology in
this context is that of understanding system dynamics of organ formation and of
knowing how the necessary steps are realized as gonad form and mature.

The two main components contributing to functional gonads, both in physical
and conceptual sense, are germ line and soma. There is, however, a long tra-
dition in biological research to treat germ line and soma separately (Weismann,
1889)—to make a clear distinction between the two—and this is the case also in
sex determination research. Therefore, it might be understandable that the germ
line is often neglected when the aim is to learn more about the developmental
mechanisms that operate in somatic embryogenesis forming large multicellular
structures. This distinction can also simplify the appearance of a complex phe-
nomenon and make it look more accessible for research. But on the other hand,
such strict separation is rather surprising because, after all, the widely accepted
biological definition of an individual’s sex is based specifically on germ line bio-
logy: males produce sperm and females produce eggs. To study germ cell sex
determination would be to study the essence of sexual dimorphism but where is
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all the interest toward germ cell sex determination?
The biological significance of germ cell dimorphism, the sperm-egg phe-

nomenon, has mostly been studied in population genetic terms (Bell, 1978; Bulmer
and Parker, 2002; Parker et al., 1972; Randerson and Hurst, 2002). primary in-
terest is typically on explaining the size difference between the two gamete types.
This is a context where mainly evolutionary and ecological aspects are examined
and germ cell dimorphism is seen as phenomenon that can influence fertilization
dynamics and zygote survival and thereby reproductive success of the organism.
The effect that the mature gamete form has on these aspects is examined. In addi-
tion to this the number of gametes that an individual produces is considered to be
of importance. The population genetic approach has not been developed for the
sake of examining the evolutionary origin or current functioning of the develop-
mental mechanisms that form the gamete phenotypes.

Now, the context of developmental research is quite different. It studies mech-
anisms of embryonic development: molecular and genetic pathways that regulate
development and differentiation. From this perspective, the germ line cells look
somewhat conspicuous. Mammalian germ cells initially form outside the embryo
proper. They form a migrating cell population that eventually reaches the early so-
matic gonad. Therefore it develops and behaves quite autonomously as does the
germ line also in other organisms (Saffman and Lasko, 1999; Wei and Mahowald,
1994). Also, the germ line cells do not form a proper multicellular tissue. This
cell line retains its individuality without exhibiting any typical processes of devel-
opmental embryogenesis. Therefore, the germ line can appear to be an unlikely
source for critical information about the mechanisms of embryonic development.

Whatever the ultimate reason, in typical studies of sex determination the germ
line is not in the center of attention. Germ line development and sex determin-
ation are nevertheless studied but as somewhat separate topics. Primary sex de-
termination provides a link between the two but even then, but mostly oogenesis
and spermatogenesis are studied from the point of view of reproductive biology.
When this is the case, the male and female versions of gametogenesis are typic-
ally studied independently and the actual sex determination aspect is likely to be
missing.

I would consider the strict distinction between germ line and soma to be some-
what artificial. Decisions about the boundaries that are used to define the system
of interest are of utmost importance in systems analysis (Flood and Carson, 1993).
It may be disadvantageous to make assumptions a priori as to whether or not the
germ line is of particular significance when the aim is to understand gonad devel-
opment and sex determination. Both germ line and somatic contribution must be
treated together but in order to be able to do so, we need to have a holistic systems
description of gonad development. Once we have such a description of our system
we can examine the effect of sex determination mechanisms on this system and
hopefully gain a better understand of the molecular and genetic structure of these
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systems.



Chapter 6

System Identification

In the previous chapter it was stated that a full systems description of gonad devel-
opment and sex determination includes both germ line and soma. Here, a model
is introduced that fulfills this condition. The proposed model describes the system
of interest at the most general conceptual level that still can capture what is re-
quired for gonad formation and sex determination. Gonadal sex determination is
usually studied exclusively as a case of animal organogenesis and the methods are
those of experimental embryology and genetics. The larger reference framework
in terms of which results are interpreted is that of embryonic development. Here,
however, a novel way to address the problem of primary sex determination is in-
troduced. The primary target remains the same, elucidation of the developmental
biology of sex determination, but two major changes are made to the approach.
First of all, instead of the actual real gonad, an abstract dynamic model structure is
developed that describes the phenomenon in question and this model becomes the
study objective. Secondly, the primary level of representation does not describe
genes and molecules but it is a higher level abstraction focusing on larger-scale
system dynamics. The behavioral principles of the model structure are examined.

6.1 Models of Sex Determination

The events of primary sex determination happen in the the actual physical gonad
that develops inside an embryo. Research focus is on genetic and molecular mech-
anisms that operate in early gonad primordium at the time when sex-specific as-
pects begin to arise. Existence of functional genetic conservation in these mech-
anisms in various organisms suggests,that there are general principles to be identi-
fied in sex determination mechanisms (Zarkower, 2001). While this is an exciting
idea I fear that problems arise when attempting to actually depict such principles
and communicate the information. The reason is the following: Models of sex de-
termination mechanisms are typically representations of gene regulatory networks
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and a prominent feature of these models is that they rely heavily on gene nomen-
clature, as shown by the examples in figure 6.1. More often than not, homologous
genes have completely different names in different organisms (Zarkower, 2001).
Also, the naming of events and cell types that are involved in sex determination
events in different species vary in a similar manner.

To some extent the situation can be explained by presence of taxon-specific
aspects in anatomy and reproductive physiology and cell biology, however, this
problem also concerns aspects that could be considered to be very general as-
pects of sex determination. The prevailing situation poses genuine problems for
someone who is interested in modeling sex determination as a general and wide-
spread biological phenomenon. Lack of common terminology is a genuine prob-
lem. I abandon the idea that general models of developmental biology of sex
determination can be based on the currently established species-specific nomen-
clature that exists for genes, cell types, and organs and other developmental struc-
tures that are affected by sex determination biology in various organisms. Instead,
integrative research would benefit greatly from more formal representations of
system structure and developmental dynamics that characteristic to sex determin-
ation biology. The need for a systems viewpoint is further supported by the fact
the in the future, more and more details will enter descriptive gene interaction
models. In the mouse, for instance, novel high-throughput methods have already
revealed thousands of gene expressions that change in the embryonic gonads as
sex is being determined (Cederrooth et al., 2007). Although useful to the expert,
I deem it unlikely that very detailed genetic network representations are to be the
best way of conveying key information about sex determination biology. Rather, I
consider there to be more urgent need for formal conceptual frameworks that can
be used in practical work to filter relevant information more effectively from the
rapidly increasing amount of experimental data.

6.2 Transitional Model

In model construction, one must choose an appropriate level of resolution: This is
an important task because it can strongly influence what issues are considered to
be of further interest (Flood and Carson, 1993). When systems analysis is applied
to problem solving one has to examine various levels of description and to be able
to move between these levels (M’Pherson, 1974). Hence, in order to understand
complex phenomena, one must carefully examine the problem, conduct observa-
tion, and gather information in such a way that phenomenon being examined can
be described at an appropriate level of description: “Don’t model bulldozers with
quarks” (Goldenfield and Kadanoff, 1999).

Multicellular animals exhibit developmental sexual dimorphism at different
levels of biological organization: cells, tissues, organs, and individuals. In the
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Figure 6.2: Transitional model. Schematic representation of a cyclic developmental
structure that can capture the basic constituent factors of developmental sex determin-
ation biology. The part of the model surrounded by the red line is where primary sex
determination events take place.

gonad, both germ line and somatic sex determination take place. Fully developed
gonads clearly are complex organs consisting of various cell and tissue types
whereas the germ line cells have a very different, relatively individualistic lifestyle
throughout their existence. However, at the beginning of primary sex determin-
ation events, the somatic tissue of gonad primordium is relatively homogeneous
as opposed to the mature organ. Therefore, following the system guidelines just
set, it is decided that at sex determination the system of overall gonad formation
operates principally on two interacting system levels: Somatic development op-
erates on tissue level whereas the germ line operates at the cellular level. Having
established that the system operates on at least two different levels of biological
organization, we must find a way to present this multilevel structure in order to
model the system of primary sex determination and gonad formation. The core
phenomena are captured into a single model by taking advantage of the fact that
sex determination is a dynamic process. Descriptive accounts of the events that
contribute to gonad formation and sex determination provide qualitative data with
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a serial structure. Based on this, a transitional model was constructed as presented
in figure 6.2. This transitional model does not operate on one particular level of
biological organization, rather, it provides an abstract systems structure integrat-
ing the various levels on which sex determination may occur. The model has a
cyclic nature. It consists of the following states and transitions (arrows): zygote
→ germ line and soma → gonad → ovary and testis → sperm and egg → zy-
gote. The model is intentionally devoid of any detail that might blur the picture
and reduce its general usability. The representation only includes what is neces-
sary in order to capture the developmental emergence of both the germ line and
the somatic gonad, and primary sex determination. The depicted model defines
system boundaries in such a way that combined handling of germ line and so-
matic contribution is possible. The resolution level of the transitional model that
is shown in figure 6.2, does not depict details of the actual way in which the phys-
ical event occur nor does it show molecular or genetic elements that operate the
system. However, it provides us with an important conceptual tool:it describes a
dynamical systems framework.

Interestingly, the focus has now changed from the gonad per se to a larger
dynamic system, that includes gonad development and primary sex determination
events. Traditionally, the larger whole in terms of which primary sex determin-
ation traditionally has been examined is the developmental formation of a mul-
ticellular individual. The larger whole that the transitional model now provides
us is quite different resembling depictions of sexual life cycles found more often
in population genetic, ecological, and evolutionary studies (Bell, 1994; Bell and
Koufopanou, 1991; Galliot and Schmid, 2002; Moore et al., 1995).

6.2.1 Developmental Cycle

The general principle of developmental change during embryonic development
is, that molecular regulation and changing patterns of gene expression alter the
behavior and appearance of cells, tissues, and organs thereby forming an indi-
vidual. Comparable developmental changes in the transitional model move the
cycle from one stage to the next. Morphological, behavioral and physiological
aspects of cells and tissues are what define the states depicted in the transitional
model. Therefore, we may define this system as being a developmental cycle.
For the sake of analysis, we diverge from approaching developmental events of
sex determination as being a matter of embryonic development. Instead, we adopt
the viewpoint that developmental events of sex determination are to be interpreted
in terms of the transitional system and cycle progression.

There is always the risk of missing the biological relevance of findings that
are made when biological processes are separated from the larger whole in terms
of which they normally exist. Given the many difficulties in current understand-
ing of various aspects of sex determination biology, a detachment from a more
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explanatory system context may have occurred when developmental biology of
sex determination has been examined strictly from the point of view of embryonic
development.

Developmental biology of primary sex determination has been detached from
the context of cycle progression dynamics described by the transitional model.
Therefore the possibility exists that some of the conceptual problems in sex de-
termination study may look different when observed and examined in terms of the
alternative reference framework provided by the transitional model structure. We
may even expect that certain aspects of sex determination, ovarian versus testic-
ular organogenesis, tie the process of organogenesis to the system progression of
the transitional cycle. Both reference frameworks, the developmental multicellu-
lar individual and the transitional cycle, are likely to be needed in order to gain
a full understanding of sexually dimorphic gonadogenesis. If the focus is kept
strictly on embryogenesis and the formation of the actual gonad structure, it does
not matter how detailed information experimental work may yield, some aspects
are expected to remain puzzling. One such aspect can be the tendency of sex de-
termination mechanisms, and thereby the mechanisms of gonad development, to
vary in evolution more than other developmental pathways do. The evolutionary
significance of this variation is an unresolved issue. It also complicates interpret-
ation of experimentally obtained data that exists for various different organisms.

Interestingly, in the transitional model structure not only sex determination
but also the other constituent parts are known to be extremely variable in evolu-
tionary terms. Sperm phenotypes vary across speciess (Ward et al., 1981), as do
the ways in which eggs mature (Pflugfelder, 1962), zygotes cleave (Gilbert and
Raunio, 1997), germline and soma separate (Johnson et al., 2003; Starz-Gaiano
and Lehmann, 2001; Surani et al., 2004), and vertebrate germ cells migrate to the
somatic gonad. Furthermore, the molecular biology of sperm-egg recognition in
fertilization is a rapidly evolving trait (Vacquier, 1998). It is as if the mechan-
isms in every divergence and convergence point that is shown in our model has
been changing repeatedly during animal evolution. This observation does not ex-
plain why sex determination mechanisms vary but interestingly, when placed in
the transitional cycle, variation seems to fall in place—when observed in terms
of the transitional model, it is less surprising that sex determination mechanisms
change in evolution because so do all the other constituent parts of the system. The
question of sex determination becomes one about the role it plays in the transition
cycle. We can ask why this system exhibits sex determination.

6.3 Comparative Approach

Systems can be approached in terms of their structure or in terms of functions they
perform. In biological study it is common to investigate the properties of concrete
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morphological structures such as body parts and internal organs of animals. We
now take advantage of the fact that the transitional model, as presented in figure
6.2, has a specific structure. Based on this, a way to handle and examine the model
is developed.

The transitional model structure is an abstract description of the system dy-
namics of sexually dimorphic gametogenesis. This systems structure can be ex-
amined in the same way as other biological structures. Figure 6.3 shows an align-
ment of our abstract systems structure and a schematic tetrapod limb structure.
The tetrapod limb will be used as a reference structure that can help us test the
analysis we wish to conduct. The analysis will first be conducted on a structure
that is known relatively well—in this case on the tetrapod limb. This way we
already know what the outcome should be which enables us to test the methods.
After this we examine what happens when the same analysis is applied to our
transitional model structure.

6.3.1 The Case of the Tetrapod Limb

Both molecular and paleontological evidence suggest that in the evolution of an-
imal form, emergence of genuine novelty is rare: Most evolutionary novelty stems
from modification of preexisting structures (Duboule and Wilkins, 1998; Shubin,
2002). Structures may also acquire novel functions. Well established structural
entities retain their identity in the course of evolution as exemplified by the tet-
rapod limb. This structure is well represented in the fossil record and molecular
studies give reason to believe that the general aspects of the developmental pro-
gram that operates during embryogenesis to form this structure is very much the
same in all extant tetrapods (Hinchliffe, 1994). The evolutionarily stable develop-
mental program is executed during ontogeny every time a new individual devel-
ops. It produces the actual patterning of the structure controlling the morphogen-
etic processes. When embryonic limb begins to develop, the initial structure that
occurs is a paddle-like appendix at the lateral side of the embryo. At this point,
the structure is already has a limb identity and subsequent developmental events,
together with growth, mold this actual appearance of the structure until the final
form is fixed. The way in which the process is realized eventually determines the
specific appearance of the final structure.

The ontogenetic events constitute the developmental history of the structure
in addition to which the structure can also be considered to have an evolutionary
history (Wolpert, 1988). The evolutionary history consists of the various kinds of
final forms that the mature structure has had in the more ancient representatives
of the phyletic group. Fossil records can reveal this history and tell us what kind
of outcomes the developmental program has been producing at different stages
of evolution. However, there is no direct way of acquiring information about
the mechanisms, the actual developmental biology that was implemented to form
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Figure 6.3: Alignment of an abstract structure and a physical biological structure. On the
left is a schematic representation of the transitional model. Divergence of germ line and
soma (1) is followed by entry of germ line cells to the somatic gonad (2). Divergence of
sperm and egg (3) and their subsequent union in the fertilization event (4). On the right
is a schematic limb structure as an example of another kind of biological structure—a
concrete morphological structure.

those structures. Unlike in the case of the final morphological structure, we only
have access to the currently existing versions of the ontogenetic developmental
processes. Only indirect comparative work can shed more light on the evolution-
ary history of the developmental mechanisms that form limbs.

6.3.2 Structures Vary in Final Form

The evolutionary stability of the overall tetrapod limb structure does not mean
that all limbs would be alike—quite the contrary. A limb is a limb, but there is
enormous variation in the actual form that the limb structure acquires in different
animal taxa. Not only do different species develop different kinds of limbs but
also the fore and hind limbs can adopt very different forms. Hence, limbs of extant
organisms are both different from each other and also different from their more
ancient evolutionary forms. Evolutionary change is brought about by evolutionary
forces: Selection chooses from the alternative final forms that variation in the
genetic mechanisms is capable of producing. What actually evolves as a result
of this is the way in which the ontogenic events, preserved by the well conserved
developmental program, are carried out. Execution of a stable developmental
programs is accompanied by accessory genetic regulation, growth effects, and the
effects of physical forces. All this shapes and fixes the final appearance of the
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structure in any one animal species (Maynard Smith, 2000). An evolutionarily
stable program can be thought of as providing a descriptive system backbone for
the structure, thereby defining it.

6.3.3 Functional Viewpoint

Evolutionary forces produce and stabilize changes in well-established develop-
mental programs but selection acts on these programs indirectly. It primarily does
not take place as the program is being executed but only later, in terms of the
the actual appearance of the final morphological structure. Furthermore, final se-
lection often happens in terms of structure’s ability to perform some function(s)
rather than in terms of the physical morphology and structure per se. For example:
limbs of terrestrial vertebrates vary especially in distal parts, hence, in the place
that makes contact with the environment. This variation reflects functional ad-
aptation to different kinds of environments and lifestyles. It can also result from
adoption of novel functions.

A universal function of limbs is to help the animal to move but limbs may also
contribute to other functions such as feeding, defense, mating, and communica-
tion. Emergence of these adaptations have contributed to the ability of tetrapod
animals to inhabit many different kinds of environments. Based on the extensive
evolutionary variation in the distal part of limbs, we make the assumption that a
highly variable part in an otherwise stable structure reveals a place in structure
that connects the organism to its environment. Furthermore, a variable place in
a structure is considered to be of significance in terms of the function(s) that the
overall structure performs for the organism. It can also be interpreted to reveal a
structure-environment interface and environmental change can drive its evolution.
All this leads to the conclusion that evolutionary change in the final form of func-
tional structures can only truly be understood when the function of the structure
is known.

The significance of evolutionary change in the appearance of morphological
structures, and thereby the significance of the changes that have taken place in the
corresponding developmental biology, can be understood when we know what the
structure is good for in the environment that the organism is adapted to. The study
molecular and mechanistic details of biological structure adds to our knowledge
of the structure. However, in order to understand the biological significance of the
findings, we need to be able to interpret them in terms of a larger whole than the
structure itself.

It is becoming rear that one would be studying an animal structure, function of
which is not known. When details of some developmental structure are examined
there rarely is ambiguity as to the function(s) that the structure performs for the
organism. Therefore it is possible to efficiently interpret the significance of, say,
mechanical and biomolecular propertied of the various parts that form the final
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limb structure. There exists a general understanding of what limbs are and what
their functions are; there is a conceptual reference framework in term of which to
interpret and understand the significance of the results obtained in detailed ana-
lysis. In terms of what is known about evolutionary mechanisms, it is reasonable
to assume that following its evolutionary emergence, the tetrapod limb was sta-
bilized as an evolutionary novelty because it was of some particular use to the
organism. In the case of such an ancient structure we can never know for certain
what the initial function was.

However, we do know what currently living tetrapods are like and how they
live their lives. We know that the structure emerged in a fish and fish can still be
examined in their natural environment. This, together with what fossils are telling
us strongly suggest that initially the tetrapod limb contributed to the animal’s abil-
ity to move more efficiently. This would mean that the initial function that con-
tributed to the evolutionary establishment of the structure, can still be found as
a widespread current function of limbs. The case of the tetrapod limb that we
have used here shows, that also when considering the evolutionary establishment
of novel structures, it would be helpful to know the lifestyle of the organism in
which the novelty first emerged.

We have now discussed various system aspects a well known functional biolo-
gical structure, the tetrapod limb. What was gained by performing this treatment
is summarized in the following list of ten general statements.

1. There is an evolutionarily stable biological structure.

2. Evolutionary stabilization of the structure happens in terms of a develop-
mental program that defines the structure as what it is.

3. The stabilized developmental program operates during ontogeny as the struc-
ture develops and acquires its final form.

4. Evolutionary selection affects the way in which the stabilized developmental
program is realized in any particular organism.

5. The effect of selection on the developmental program is indirect, it happens
via performance ability of the final structure that forms when the program
has been run.

6. The persistent existence of the structure is based on it being of functional
use to the organism.

7. Occurrence of variation in well established morphological structures is takes
as a sign of functional adaptation.

8. The structure needs the variable part in order to perform its function(s).
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9. The location where a well preserved but variable part resides may reveal
structure-environment interface.

10. Structure-environment interfaces connect the structure, and thereby the or-
ganism, to its environment which can also be another system or another
structure.

6.4 Systems View

With the discussion in the previous section in mind, we now turn back to the ab-
stract systems structure presented in figure 6.2 and more schematically in figure
6.3. The structure is considered to be a mature final structure, just as the tetrapod
limb in figure 6.3, and interestingly, can be addressed as if it is also a functional
animal structure, just as the tetrapod limb is. First of all we notice that the model
structure can describe all animal species that develop gonads and reproduce sexu-
ally. The main aspects and overall appearance is the same even in distantly related
species. Hence, the model structure is a very general animal structure. This im-
plies that the structure is evolutionarily most stable and that a figurative systems
backbone exists that directs the way in which this structure develops, thereby de-
fining it. Secondly, based on current developmental data we know at a lower level
of abstraction where more details are shown, the precise form of the transitional
model structure exhibits clade-specific variation.

This variation implies that evolutionary adaptation molds the structure be-
cause it is of use to the organism. Therefore, the transitional model is presumed
to be a description of a functional structure that is of use to the organism. The
places in the structure that vary the most may be system-environment interfaces
that connect the structure to the environment or to some other system or struc-
ture. Developmental mechanisms of sex determination form part of the model
structure and they are known to exhibit extensive variation. Therefore this place
in the model structure can be thought to contribute to the systems ability to adapt
in evolution: it is a part that the system needs in order to perform its function(s).
Therefore, it might be possible to understand developmental and evolutionary be-
havior of sex determination biology by thinking that the developmental events of
sex determination are a system-environment interface of a functional structure.
The functional structure in question is the developmental cycle represented by the
transitional model structure.

It is important to understand that here the model structure that factually de-
scribes a developmental program, is not compared with the developmental pro-
gram that forms the limb. Instead, it is being treated the same way as any de-
velopmental morphological structure, such as the tetrapod limb, could be treated
and the claim is made that the comparison in figure 6.3 shows two evolutionarily
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stable and functional developmental structures. Much of confusion in the study of
sex determination biology results from the extensive variation that developmental
mechanisms of sex determination exhibit. The general reference framework in
terms of which sex determination biology is interpreted is embryonic develop-
ment but we can now interpret developmental biology of sex determination also
in terms of it being part of the transitional model structure. We assume that when
the system operates, it is performing some function for the organism. This suggest
that the highly variable sex determination part contributes to the system’s ability
to perform its function to the organism. Therefore when viewed as being part of
the transitional model structure, it does not seem strange that sex determination
mechanisms are changing in evolution. Therefore it is proposed that the reference
framework in terms of which we may better understand these changes is the one
provided by our transitional system rather than that of animal ontogeny.

6.4.1 Functional Interpretation of Model Structure

The overall transitional structure (recall figure 6.2) is an evolutionarily stable con-
struct. General developmental states and transitions can describe it and it is vir-
tually the same for all animals. Developmental mechanisms operate cycle pro-
gression and the organism can be thought to exists in different observable forms
at different stages of the cycle. Just like a limb is a limb, our transitional system
is what it is: Sex determination mechanisms vary but system’s structure prevails.
The evolutionary behavior of the transitional cycle is consistent with what could
be expected from a functional adaptive structure that performs some task for the
organism. To know what the function of the cycle is would help us understand
cycle behavior but finding an answer to this question is a nontrivial task. The
question itself is very clear but the cyclic nature of the model structure complic-
ates the picture.

All states and transitions depicted in the model contribute to internal systems
structure: they all have a constitutional role as they can be considered to be the
building blocks or system components that the overall structure consists of. Evol-
utionary persistence of these parts in the cycle implies they are all useful. Now, in
principle, production of any one of the states and transitions could be considered
to be the function of the model. However, the system is a cycle and defining
beginning and ends, or precursors versus final products should only be based on
careful consideration of what it is one hopes to achieve. Different researches have
different interests and viewpoints. Therefore, the correct answer in terms of de-
fining “the” function of the transitional system is context-dependent. If focus is
on the actual multicellular individual, it is appropriate to consider the system as
one producing novel individuals by means of sexual reproduction. If the interest
is on heredity, one puts priority on sexual events that mix genomes. Our main
interest is on the developmental aspects of primary sex determination, hence, we
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may simply state that the function of the cycle is to produce sexual dimorphism.
Sex determination is a highly variable part in the model structure which im-

plies that it is undergoing evolutionary adaptation. Therefore I presume that the
overall transitional structure is performing some function for the organism and
that sex determination contributes to the system’s ability to perform that func-
tion.When the events of sex determination take place, the organism is "using" the
transitional structure. There is also the possibility that sex determination connect
the structure and thereby the organism to a larger whole than the one captured by
the transitional model structure. This would mean that in addition to producing
the states and transitions depicted in the model, there could also be some general
function that the cycle, as a whole, is performing. To consider such a general
function, however, requires that the operation of the system is observed in a larger
context.

Therefore, instead of addressing sex determination in terms of internal sys-
tem dynamics—such as fertilization biology, I examine it as a critical part that
contributes to the overall ability of the entire systems structure to function. The
question is: what is the function that the overall system is performing for the or-
ganism when the adaptive sex determination part is being used. The structure may
of course perform several functions and I have no obvious proposition to make as
to what function may be of explanatory value in terms of understanding the sig-
nificance of sex determination in the overall system. However, I recall from the
case of the tetrapod limb, that there might be a widespread current function that
at the same time was the initial function performed by the structure when it was
first established in evolution. If we can propose such an initial function, then we
can look if the presumed initial function is still present as a widely spread current
function that the structure performs. If this is the case, we may find out what the
contribution of sex determination is to that function. This would provide us with
a better understanding of developmental biology of sex determination.
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Chapter 7

Changing the Reference
Framework

As we now proceed towards a more general systems view of developmental bio-
logy of sex determination, the following list summarizes the agenda that is being
followed.

- We want to better understand developmental biology of primary sex de-
termination.

- Primary sex determination is part of a developmental cycle that is modeled
by the transitional structure.

- Sex determination is a variable part of the transitional model structure.

- Variability of the sex determination part implies that this part is being used
when the structure performs a function for the organism.

- We must understand what this function is before we can understand the
significance of the variable part and its genetic and molecular details.

Finding a general function for the overall transitional structure requires that
we move to observe the structure from the outside and interpret its behavior in
terms of some larger whole that it either is part of or otherwise connected to. We
must identify a larger reference system in terms of which to examine what the
organism might gain by having the transitional systems structure. Sex determ-
ination being a variable part it might be connecting the structure to some larger
whole. Figure 7.1 schematically visualizes this idea as we set forth to see how
initial system borders could be expanded. First, attention is shifted toward germ
line sex determination. After this, in section 7.2, we first discuss the possibility
of examining ancient forms of sex determination biology in order to identify an
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Figure 7.1: Expanding system boundaries. We wish to move outside the system context
provided by the transitional model structure occupying the top half of the figure. The
blue line represents a hypothetical systems structure that the transitional model structure
is presumed to be connect to by primary sex determination biology (middle part of the
figure).
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initial important function for the structure. This leads us to the general topic of
eukaryotic sexual reproduction revealing a specific context where many protist or-
ganisms exhibit their sexual behavior. Protist sex often occurs when the organism
is faced with starvation or other kind of environmental stress. The sexual phase is
coupled to developmental formation of dormant survival spores. Therefore, spore
formation systems are the topic of section 7.3. An idea about a system framework
begins to emerge and in section 7.4 general system characteristics of spore form-
ation processes are examined. Finally, in section 7.5, a model is proposed where
sexual germ line development is placed inside a system outline provided by the
developmental spore formation context.

7.1 Focus on the Germ Line

Sex determination and sexual dimorphism are traditionally treated as matters of
somatic phenotypic differentiation. However, in the most ancient metazoan phyla
of porifera (sponges) and cnidaria (corals, sea anemones, jellyfish, etc.) there is
no somatic sex determination (Carré and Carré, 2000). Whether male, female,
or hermaphrodite, an individual’s sex in these species can not be identified based
on somatic morphological criteria as there are no signs of sexual dimorphism in
somatic development. The sex of an individual only becomes apparent when the
sexual gametes form: These cells can be clearly identified as sperm or egg. The
phylogenetic relationship between these ancient taxa and the rest of Metazoans
has been debated but according to current evidence there is a common mono-
phyletic origin for all animals (King, 2004). Therefore, in order for this study to
be a general account of animal sex determination, we examine in more detail the
significance of sperm-egg phenomenon in developmental biology of sex determ-
ination.

The above-mentioned ancient animal taxa do not develop gonads that would
be distinct from the rest of the soma. Also, the distinction between germ line and
soma is perhaps not as strict as it is in other Metazoan phyla (Beams and Kessel,
1983; Fell, 1983). Therefore, we simplify the transitional model structure by
omitting the distinction between germ line and soma as well as between somatic
gonad and the rest of the soma form the initial model structure. The result is
an extremely simple abstract description of a cycle that provides the most general
developmental outline for animal sex determination. This reduced model structure
is shown in figure 7.2, and it suffices when animal sex determination is examined
at the germ cell level. There a two phases in terms of which the system operates,
somatic and sexual, and in the sexual phase sex determination of germ line cells
takes place. In simplicity, what figure 7.2 shows is the simplest representation of
a sexually dimorphic life cycle. This model is general enough to be used for all
animals, including poriferans and cnidarians.
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Figure 7.2: Highest level abstraction of sexually dimorphic development showing min-
imal amount of detail. The germ line is the universal system level on which sexual di-
morphism can be observed in the Animal kingdom.

7.2 Evolutionary View

By definition, all sexual eukaryotes exhibit production of sexual gametes, fertil-
ization, and meiosis: These are the defining events of sexual reproduction. But
only in some species the sexual gametes are dimorphic, in others they are not.
And although sexual dimorphism is often considered to be a matter of large mul-
ticellular organisms, algae and the malaria causing eukaryotic Plasmodium para-
sites show that also unicellular organism can undergo sexually dimorphic germ
cell development (Moore et al., 1995; Kirk, 1998; Paul et al., 2002; Smith et al.,
2002). Therefore, we conclude that sexually dimorphic gametogenesis is not a
phenomenon restricted to the system context provided by animal development
and ontogeny: it extends beyond the limits of that system. And the overall phe-
nomenon of sexual germ cell development, with or without sexual dimorphism,
provides an even more general system outline. This leads us to examine the sig-
nificance of sexually dimorphic germ cell development from the point of view of
introducing developmental dimorphism to the higher-level phenomenon of sexual
gamete formation.

The significance of germ cell dimorphism and the sperm-egg phenomenon in
the general context of sexual reproduction has be addressed in population genetic
studies (Baker and Parker, 1973; Parker et al., 1972; Randerson and Hurst, 2002)
and I acknowledge this work. However, these studied treat the topic from the point
of view of fertilization biology. This is now a problem because in our transitional
model fertilization biology is part of internal system structure. As a result, from
our point of view, the ways in which germ cell dimorphism can affect the success
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of fertilization events or zygote development are a mere matter of internal system
dynamics. Instead we would like to identify a general function performed by
the transitional structure when it uses the sex determination part; a function that
the developmental cycle as a whole is performing for the organism when it is in
operation. Without an understanding of a larger whole than the one provided by
our transitional system, we can not judge whether the hitherto proposed results for
the significance of sexually dimorphic germ cell biology in fertilization biology
and zygote development are also significant in terms of the overall function that
we are presuming the system to have.

7.2.1 Emergence of Abstract System Structure

When emergence of evolutionary novelty is examined, knowledge of the circum-
stance in which the novelty emerged and became fixed would be useful (Wagner
and Larsson, 2003). This would mean knowledge about the appearance of the
ancestral organism in which the novelty emerged, and of its life style, and the en-
vironment in which it lived. Persistent evolutionary existence of functional struc-
tures, such as the sexually dimorphic germ cell cycle in all of animals, implies that
the structure is still of use to the organism. Additionally, wide phyletic distribution
of a homologous structure indicates that the structure emerged early in the evol-
ution of the phyletic group in question (Müller and Wagner, 1991). Sexually di-
morphic germ line development is universal among sexually reproducing animals,
therefore, it would be useful to study earlier forms that this developmental struc-
ture has had in ancient animal ancestors. But now, the developmental life cycle
biology of sperm and egg production, structure of which is being examined here
(see figure 7.2), is different from many of the concrete morphological structures
that animals have: There is absolutely no fossil record that could be examined.

We can not know what the early forms of this developmental system were like
or what it was like when it first emerged and became established. Even in the
case of current versions, the model structure that we examine is only a descrip-
tion of the actual “thing”, the actual dynamics that are only in existence when
the events that define the structure are taking place. However, based on obser-
vation, measurement, and experimentation, information can be collected for the
current versions and used to describe the system. In a sense, scientific descrip-
tions provide a more stable form of existence for the information that the transient
system phenomena contain. If we had access to descriptions of the more ancient
forms of the developmental system progression events, it would help us. How-
ever, this too is impossible. but we can presume that genuine evolutionary novelty
is rare and consider the possibility that there has been a preceding structure, one
that became modified as the transitional structure of animals emerged. Simplest
is to assume that the preceding structure structure was a sexual life cycle that did
not exhibit developmental dimorphism in the context of germ cell differentiation.
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7.2.2 Protozoan Ancestry

We do not know which emerged first in the eukaryote lineage that gave rise to
modern Metazoa: sexually dimorphic germ cell biology, the actual multicellu-
lar Metazoans, or perhaps the two emerged together. Luckily, for the following
reason, we do not have to know the order of these two origin events: It does
not matter whether the dimorphic way of running the sexual phase was already
established in the unicellular predecessor of the Metazoan clade, or whether it
only evolved after establishment of Metazoa because in both cases, the develop-
mental biology that the animal system exhibits in connection with gamete form-
ation would still descend from a process that was run in a protozoan that was an
ancestor of the monophyletic Metazoan taxon.

It can be presumed that currently living unicellular protist organisms resemble
ancient forms of sexual eukaryotes (Dacks and Roger, 1999; Cavalier-Smith, 2002a).
It is generally presumed that animals descend from a unicellular protozoan an-
cestor, therefore, we now examine the way in which sexual protista produce
gametes with the hope of acquiring useful information. When protista are ex-
amined, one must be prepared to also examine systems that do not exhibit sexual
dimorphism. By abandoning sexual dimorphism and even multicellularity, we
face the general phenomenon of sexual eukaryotic life cycles. This context is now
searched for information that can be used to construct of a reference framework
in terms of which to examine the effect and overall significance of adding sexual
dimorphism to gamete production.

Interestingly, we have been lead to examine eukaryotic sexual life cycles form
the point of view of developmental biology. Ploidy alternation or genetic mech-
anisms of inheritance are not what interest us in this context at the moment—what
interests us is the developmental germ cell biology that takes place in the sexual
life cycle phase. We are tracking the origin of the developmental biology that takes
place in the sexual life cycle context. For this reason we want to develop an idea
about the ancestral organism in which the animal version of sexually dimorphic
gametogenesis first emerged.

7.2.3 Facultative Sexuality and the Germ Cell Cycle

Sexual and asexual methods of reproduction have traditionally been treated as
two competing ways of producing offspring, but according to Dacks and Roger
(1999) ancestral sexual eukaryotes may well have been facultatively sexual prot-
ist organisms that took advantage of both strategies. Facultatively sexual protista
predominantly rely on asexual cell proliferation for reproduction but they do occa-
sionally undergo sexual reproduction (Dacks and Roger, 1999). When examining
the concept of facultative sex and exemplary cases of it, I noticed, that the struc-
ture of facultatively sexual protist life cycles reminded me of what is known in
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developmental biology as the totipotent cycle.

The totipotent cycle, as described in Yeom et al. (1996), is a cyclic represent-
ation of the life and development of those cells that in animal ontogeny are able
to give rise to embryonic stem cells as well as to the germ cells. In animal devel-
opment, germ line and soma for most part remain separate such that the germ line
develops as an independent cell line form very early on. Therefore, the totipotent
cycle in principle describes a developmental cell lineage that either immediately
or at least soon after fertilization becomes restricted such as to only give rise to
germ cells. In the mouse, for instance, germ line specific gene expression mark-
ers are known and they can be used to monitor the development of those cells that
separate form the soma early in embryogenesis and that will only contribute to the
formation of germ cells once they reach the somatic gonad (Saitou et al., 2005).
Through fertilization, the cycle starts anew and it has been noted that the germ cell
differentiation program is the only developmental program with a cyclical nature
(Yeom et al., 1996).

Just as the life cycle of a facultatively sexual unicellular organism can be
thought to resemble a totipotent cycle, the totipotent cell lineage that is capable of
sexual germ cell development can be thought to behave like a facultatively sexual
protozoan organism. The system operates in two phases, somatic and sexual, and
as I see it, sex determination constitutes a change between the two. The time of
totipotency and the time that primordial germ cells spend outside the gonadal an-
lage, proliferating and migrating through embryonic tissue, could be interpreted
as the asexual life cycle phase of the germ line cells. Once these cells enter the so-
matic gonadal anlage they undergo developmental change (Donovan et al., 1986):
Gene expression patterns change and cell proliferation ceases (Donovan et al.,
1986). Whereas oocytes initiate meiosis, thereby clearly entering the life cycle
phase of sexual reproduction, in a developing testis the germ line cells wait in
mitotic arrest (Gilbert, 2006). When the organism reaches sexual maturity both
male and female germ line cells continue their differentiation and functional mat-
uration. In an ovary, oocytes exist that eventually mature as fertile eggs. In a
testis spermatogonial stem cells form a stem cell population that proliferates to
produce the actual cells that become male gametes. In animal ontogeny, primary
sex determination specifically initiates a chain of events that is not needed for the
survival of the somatic multicellular individual but for differentiation of cells and
tissue that can transfer the entire developmental system to the sexual phase thereby
propagating the totipotent cycle. Therefore, in the totipotent cycle, there is a time
for proliferative growth and cell migration that is comparable to an asexual life
cycle phase. Developmental change takes place as cells enter the somatic gonad
and eventually undergo sexual development. This lead to the fertilization event
and eventually the asexual cellular life cycle phase is resumed.
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7.3 The Spore Formation Context

When facultatively sexual protist life cycles were examined further, they were
contrasted against the developmental biology of the animal germ line and the toti-
potent cycle. What caught my attention was that these protista typically combine
sex with a change in life style: Typically the occasional sexual process turns cells,
that had been leading an active reproductive life, into dormant, environmentally
resistant unicellular spores. The coupling between sexual reproduction and pro-
duction of dormant spores or other kinds of resting forms, such as seeds of plants,
has been recognized by ecologists. The significance of this coupling has been
discussed from the point of view of genetic exchange by contrasting sexual and
asexual production of spores or rest forms. The question that has been asked is
whether the future offspring, that will germinate and resume active life at some
later point in time and possibly in an altered environment, should be genetically
identical to the parents or diversified by meiotic sex. However, the idea of context-
dependence of sex and association with stress has only recently been introduced to
the population genetic approach (Hadany and Beker, 2003a,b; Hadany and Otto,
2007).

Instead of the genetic consequences of sexual reproduction we are interested
in the immediate developmental biology that constitute the very transition process
from active life to dormancy. The developmental changes that take place in cell
behavior, functioning, and appearance as sexual events and spore differentiation
are happening, are now interpreted to be a developmental transition whereby cells
leave an active life cycle stage. After these changes, the organism exists in the
form of dormant environmentally resistant cells.

Protista are often haploid and they predominantly produce isogametes when
sexual development takes place. This description is not overly complex and we
use it as a test case in further discussions of spore formation. The sequence of
developmental events in the sexual life cycle phase is usually the following: Act-
ively living cells that had been reproducing by asexual proliferation alter their
appearance and behavior as sexual cell fusion and fertilization take place. These
events form a diploid zygote which then proceeds through meiotic cell division
events. Ploidy is reduced back to haploid and finally the system comes to a halt.
Presuming that facultatively sexual protista resemble ancient sexual eukaryotes
(Dacks and Roger, 1999) then such a facultatively sexual life cycle may well have
been the basis from which the sexually dimorphic animal system has developed.
Therefore, we now look more closely into the system properties of facultatively
sexual life cycles.
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7.3.1 Biphasic Transition System

The spore formation phenomenon is now addressed from the point of view of
developmental biology as a case of developmental life cycle transition between
active life and dormancy. An interesting aspect is the frequently observed coup-
ling between the developmental life cycle transition from actively living cells to
dormant spores, and the sexual reproduction events. Because of this coupling, we
could deduce that the system context of sex in these organisms is also the system
context for the developmental transition from active living to dormancy. Sporu-
lation in facultatively sexual organisms often locates to the sexual phase; also the
the highly variable part of sex determination that exists in the transitional model
locates to the sexual phase. This notion raises the possibility that the sexual phase
could provide a system link between sexually dimorphic development and spore
formation biology. And whereas the sexual events contribute to internal system
integrity of our initial transitional model structure, spore formation biology did
not belong to our initial system of interest.

Here, I view the spore formation biology of currently living facultatively
sexual protista as a life cycle transition where developmental change in cell beha-
vior and phenotype take place. Cells undergo sexual development in addition to
which they differentiate as survival spores. This produces cells that have a very
different appearance than the ones that begun the process. pre-transition cells
were capable of active living whereas the post-transition cell is well suited for
passive survival. When this phenomenon was further examined, it became obvi-
ous that in currently living facultatively sexual protozoan organisms the transition
is coupled to an ecological situation where the organism is experiencing environ-
mental stress: Typically these organism are starving when initiating the transition
events or they are deprived of some particular nutrient. Hence, the transition has
a specific ecological context, one that poses an immediate threat to the survival of
the organism. Under such circumstances, the immediate chance of survival can
depend on the ability of the organism to undergo developmental differentiation
that forms the dormant, environmentally resistant spores.

We have abandoned the genetic viewpoint and proceed by only observing
events that can be interpreted as being developmental biology. Figure 7.3 sum-
marizes the main aspects of the spore formation context. It seems that the system
operates in terms three fundamental aspects that contribute to life: energy, repro-
duction, and survival. Natural environments hardly are constant. From the point
of view of the organism conditions alternate between good and bad. Accordingly,
cells either lead an active proliferating life, or they adopt a more resilient form of
existence as dormant, more heavily protected cells. What results from such beha-
vior is a trade-off system that balances between reproductive success and overall
survival probability in a changing environment.
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7.3.2 Conceptual Definitions

Before proceeding any further it is noted that there is some ambiguity as to the
meaning of the term spore in biological study (Bell, 1997). In this thesis the focus
is specifically on the developmental biology that changes actively living cells into
dormant cells. The cells produced by the transition event are metabolically in-
active and packed inside a protective surface covering. These properties enhance
a cell’s survival probability as opposed to cells that remain in the developmental
state that is better suited for reproduction, when transition behavior was elicited
by energy depletion or some other kind of immediate environmental stress. There-
fore, we consider that the dormant cells that have been produced by the survival
transition process are distinctly different from many other kinds of unicellular
propagules that may also propagate species but have not undergone such a de-
velopmental change. Therefore, for the sake of clarity, we make the following
terminological definitions to highlight the aspects of developmental change and
cellular life cycle transition:

Survival cell is a dormant and metabolically inactive cell covered by a pro-
tective wall structure.
Survival state is a state that can define cells that are operating in terms of the
survival transition scenario.
Survival transition is the developmental deviation from active life associ-
ated with differentiation of survival cells.

Active

Unfavorable

ReproductionTrade−off:

FavorableEnvironment:

requires some amount of transition energy and time.

Developmental survival transition:

Cells: Dormant

Survival

Active Phase Survival Phase

Figure 7.3: A simple system basis for simple biphasic life cycles.
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Figure 7.4: Schematic representation of a simple unicellular organism with a dual life
style. Existence as active cells (green) allows proliferative reproduction (cycle with ar-
rows). These cells, however, are more vulnerable to physical insult and starvation. Sur-
vival cells (black box) are more certain to survive in a hostile environment when energy
resources run out, but these cells can not reproduce. A successful transition requires that
cells undergo developmental change in terms of their appearance and behavior. This,
by definition, is developmental change. The organism has a realizable strategy both for
dealing with the requirements that existence in either of the two states has as well as for
realizing the actual transition between the two states.

7.3.3 Model Organism

We now consider the simplest kind of organism that could be living under the
opportunities and constraints that this spore formation context provides. It is hap-
loid, asexual, and unicellular. Figure 7.4 is a schematic description of such a
hypothetical model organism and it would lead the following kind of life: When
environment is favorable, the organism exists in the form of actively living cells
using energy and material for growth and reprodction. When environment turns
hostile, cells undergo a developmental transition thereby becoming dormant, en-
vironmentally resistant spores. This developmental response can ensure survival,
however, while in the dormant state, cells are unable to use energy for cellular
processes. When environment returns favorable, the systems again adopts the act-
ive state and life continues. Interestingly, when we look at the depiction of the
system basis in figure 7.3 and the description of the hypothetical model organism
in figure 7.4, it seems like a dichotomous developmental system basis begins to
emerge for the sexual reproduction phase.
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7.3.4 Dichotomous System Basis

Based on the description that has now been provided for the living system that
alternates between two states, one of which is for reproductive active life and the
other for simple survival, it is possible to form a dichotomous system model as
shown in figure 7.5 that can capture the basic aspects of overall dynamics that the
system exhibits. There are simply two discrete stable states in which the system
can be found. One is for active life and one for survival, and an organism realizing
this system alternates between the two depending on the state of the environment.
It leaves the active state when induced to do so, and the return, too, happens with
induction.

Energy
No

Discrete states,

discrete transitions

Energy
With State A

State B

for Living

for Survival

Figure 7.5: Discrete biphasic transition system. There is an active state A for energy
consuming life and a survival state, or state B (Letter B referring to “plan B”, this state
being the unpreferred one from the point of view of reproductive living).

7.3.5 Trade-Off between Reproduction and Survival

If life were perfect, there would be no need for organisms to abandon the active life
cycle phase: Cells would for ever exist as active cells, growing and reproducing.
But in reality, life is not perfect and there are times when survival and continued
existence as actively living, proliferating cells is threatened. An actively living,
reproducing organism is not only maintaining and preserving the biological struc-
ture and information it contains, but this information is also being accessed and
read in the course of the reproductive process. All this requires energy, but en-
ergy supplies can be limited. This, together with the unpredictable ways in which
natural environments change, make it highly unlikely that infinite existence as
actively living cells is possible.

Currently living unicellular organism typically become dormant survival cells
when faced with environmental stress such as nutrient depletion or temperature in-
crease (Madigan and Martinko, 2006). As a result of the developmental changes,
the organism survives despite of environmental conditions that otherwise would
have killed it. Existence of such an adaptation suggests, that persistence exist-
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ence over evolutionary time requires that in addition to the active state that is well
suited for energy-consuming reproductive life, cells need to have an alternative de-
velopmental state in which to exist. In the model of biphasic living shown on the
previous page, the survival state fulfills this requirement. I presume that when in
the survival state, the integrity of the stored information that the organism carries
in its structure, is secured more firmly because it does not have to be accessible
for the energy consuming machinery that operates in reproduction of active living
cells.

But now, all true systems are subject to the entropy principle. This means
that ultimately, energy is required for the maintenance of information-containing
complex structure. Information loss and increase of disorder will eventually fol-
low unless work is done to maintain order. Therefore, existence as survival cells
is also not a perfect solution for long-term survival; it is unlikely that infinite sur-
vival in such a frozen state is possible, no matter how “perfect” the state may be.
However, if under these circumstances a system would emerge, that could bal-
ance between the two alternative states of being in such a way, that the advantages
gained while in one state, can always compensate for the risk that the system is
experiencing while in the other state, it might exist very successfully.

By definition, living organisms can reproduce and the ability to exploit the
active state is an inherent property of biological organisms. I see no imperative,
however, as to why a living organism would have to favor existence in the active
side of the system in pursuit of reproductive success. However, those organisms
that do so, thereby exploiting available energy resources more effectively, can not
help but existing in greatest numbers. At the same time they are more prone to di-
versification and change as a result of mechanisms that generate genetic diversity
which is then acted upon by mechanisms of natural selection. But the biphasic
systems basis that has been depicted here also allows the emergence of organisms
that are solving the trade-off situation with slow reproduction. After all, reproduc-
tion requires that the information carried by the reproducing organism is accessed
and each event of reproduction thereby compromising safe keeping and increasing
the risk of information loss and even death. This risk aspect diminishes the prob-
ability of long term existence as actively living and reproducing cells especially
in more hostile environments of which there is no shortage on Earth.

7.4 Survival Transition Dynamics

It is generally presumed that in terms of reproductive success there is some cost for
deviating from active life to dormancy. I give two specific reasons for this: First of
all, the developmental process of survival transition takes some time to complete
and during this time competition can reproduce if environment allows it. Second,
becoming a spore requires that developmental change takes place, gene expression
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profiles are altered and material for spore wall must be synthesized. Therefore,
some amount of transition energy is needed for cells to successfully abandon the
active state. In principle, however, energy that is used for the survival transition
could equally well be allocated to the reproductive function. Therefore the most
interesting aspect of the survival transition dynamics is, when exactly cells should
feel threatened enough to leave the active state and undergo survival transition
differentiation.

7.4.1 Asexual Survival Transitions

The survival transition of eukaryotic protist organisms is often sexual and the
overall process of eukaryotic sexual reproduction involves complex cellular and
nuclear events as well as manipulation of hereditary genetic information. There-
fore, it might be difficult for us to distinguish which events are more a matter of
the genomic sexual process and which are a matter of succeeding in the develop-
mental events that constitute the life cycle transition from active life to dormancy.
Because we are now specifically interested in the overall transition dynamics and
would first like to develop a general view, we would like to examine a systems
where the overall transition is not complicated by the addition of sexual events.
We accomplish this here by moving the inspection from the realm of eukarya to
that of prokaryotic bacteria. Although bacteria have many ways of gene transfer ,
nothing comparable to fertilization biology and meiotic ploidy reduction has been
identified in prokarya (Redfield, 2001). The situation with formation of dormant
survival spores is now quite different. The survival transition and formation of
survival clearly are found both in prokarya and eukarya. Our specific interest
is on the overall transition dynamics of spore formation systems and we turn to
bacterial spore formation biology.

Spore forming bacteria belong to a phylogenetic branch of gram positive bac-
teria known as the Firmicutes (Madigan and Martinko, 2006; Onyenwoke et al.,
2004). Not all gram positive bacteria form spores (Foster, 1956; Madigan and
Martinko, 2006), but those that do, typically do so when faced with some form
of starvation (Lemon et al., 2000; Paredes et al., 2005). Spore formation in bac-
teria is clearly a developmental process in the course of which cells radically alter
their behavior and morphological appearance. These can be very complex devel-
opmental processes (Paredes et al., 2005; Rudner and Losick, 2001; Velicer et al.,
2000).

Among spore-forming bacteria, there are two main strategies for accomplish-
ing the task. In the case of species growing as filamentous multinucleoid structure
(see figure 7.6 a) spores are formed when the filament undergoes a septation pro-
cess. An example is Streptomyces in which the process is executed in such a
way that exactly one copy of the genome is trapped inside each spore that forms
(Flärdh, 2003). Therefore, although bacterial cells often contain several copies of
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the genome, inside these spores only a single copy exists. Bacterial spores that
form as a result of such a septation process are called exospores.

Another way in which gram positive bacteria form spores is called endospore
formation (figure 7.6 b) and a representative case is provided by Bacillus (Piggot
and Hilbert, 2004; Rudner and Losick, 2001). When environment is favorable,
Bacillus cells reproduce by the symmetric process of binary fission where one
bacterial cell gives rise to two identical cells. The process of endospore forma-
tion, however, begins with an entirely different kind of orderly asymmetric cell
division event, in the course of which the genome is replicated exactly once. The
duplicated genome is partitioned in a precise manner between the two cells that
arise (Glaser et al., 1997). One of these cells is much larger than the other, and
the two have completely different developmental fates. The larger one, called the
mother cell, interacts closely with the smaller forespore cell (also known as the
prespore). The forespore is to become the actual survival spore as it undergoes
a developmental differentiation process. As an indispensable part of this process
the mother cell engulfs the forespore cell in a process that resembles eukaryotic
phagocytosis (Gould and Dring, 1979; Holt et al., 1975). Having done this, the
mother cell supports the differentiation of the forespore cell that eventually be-
comes a mature dormant spore that can survive in harsh environments (virtually)
without using any energy. Of the two cells that formed in the asymmetric spor-
ulation division, the forespore cell is the only potential survivor; the mother cell
eventually dissociates and dies.

Whereas the gram positive spore-forming bacteria represent a small minority
of all bacterial species (Madigan and Martinko, 2006), among eukaryotes it is
actually quite common that a species is capable of producing dormant spores that
fulfill the conditions that we have set for a survival cell. Not only does this apply
to the protista but also to fungi, many algae, and many plants (mosses, ferns)
(Moore et al., 1995; Raghavan, 1989). Actually, the only noticeable exceptions
are animals and seed-forming spermatophyte plants. In these two taxa the survival
transition and unicellular survival spores seem to be missing from the cellular life
cycle.

7.4.2 Delay and Control Aspects

A typical aspect of sexual spore formation processes is, that the cells differen-
tiating as survival cells are either the very cells that meiosis forms, or they are
the small group of cells that descends directly from the meiotic products after
one or few rounds of cell division. In order to gain a more general view of spore
formation processes of real biological organisms, an extensive literature-based ex-
amination was conducted. The material that was covered included reviews and re-
search articles on both prokaryote and eukaryote cases as well as university level
text books of microbiology and botany. What begun to emerged was a general
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.6: Spore formation strategies of bacteria. (a) Schematic representation of a
filamentous multinucleoid structure. Spores (blue outline) form by a septation process.
Each spore contains a single copy of the genome (mesh). (b) Schematic model of mother
cell—forespore cell union (blue outline for forespore). The mother and the prospective
spore and the two products of an asymmetric cell division event. Exactly one copy of the
chromosome is present in the forespore cell. Mother cell will die, only spore survives.

picture that in true spore formation processes there are significant delay and con-
trol aspects. Much time can pass before cells that have responded to signals that
force the system from active life to transition and dormancy, actually complete the
developmental, and in eukarya the sexual, transition events (Branda et al., 2001;
Chater, 2001; Kirk, 1998).

Hence, a common aspect of true survival systems seems to be, that whether or
not sex is attached, aspects of cellular co-operation or social behavior are strongly
present when organisms are dealing with the survival transition scenario (Branda
et al., 2001; Engelberg–Kulka and Hazan, 2003; González-Pastor et al., 2003).
Although bacteria in general are considered to exist and operate as single cells, an
examination of spore formation biology demonstrated, that there seem to be no
such thing as a lone single cell which would simply alter its appearance and even-
tually become a spore all on its own (Fiegna and Velicer, 2005; Piggot and Hilbert,
2004; Rudner and Losick, 2001; Strassmann, 2000; Velicer et al., 2000). Fila-
mentous and social bacteria defy the assumption of simple unicellularity already
with their ordinary life style (Fiegna and Velicer, 2005; Flärdh, 2003; Gehring
et al., 2004; Miguélez et al., 2000). As for yeast and other fungi, which are simple
eukaryotic representatives, typically a group of spores develops inside a common
protective covering. Such behavior creates possibility for resource allocation, co-
operation and other synergy effects at a time of stress, as opposed to the theoretical
alternative that each cell operates completely alone as a solitary cell.
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Case—Bacillus

What is now interesting, is that the endospore-forming Bacillus bacteria do not
quite fit the somewhat simple scenario of resource allocation and optimization
of energy usage in survival transition context. The reason is the following: Cell
division is a maneuver that takes time and energy to complete, why go through
such trouble when already in distress? Why does not the predivisional cell that
is going to divide asymmetrically, simply go through differentiation events that
would turn it into a spore instead? It also does not make sense from an energetic
point of view, that the mother cell eventually dissociates and much material is left
behind, although it has been proposed, that mother cell lysis might occur when
there is no more energy to be allocated to the survival spore (Hosoya et al., 2007).
Even if this is the case, we are still left with the already-mentioned problem that
from an energetic point of view it does not make sense to even perform the pre-
sporulation cell division event. Therefore, we have no alternative but to presume
that formation of the co-operative pair consisting of a mother cell and a forespore
cell must happen for other than energetic reasons. This problem was far from
trivial and I was forced to try the most obvious answer I could find: Perhaps the
pre-sporulation cell is physically incapable of initiating spore differentiation and
only a cell that has passed through the asymmetric division, or been processes by
it, can continue the transition. But why would this be?

One interesting possibility is regulation of gene expression by DNA methyl-
ation. DNA methylation is a genetic mechanism by which even specifically tar-
geted genes can be permanently turned off (Wilkins, 2005). DNA methylation
marks reside on genomic DNA and they are persistent in the sense that they are
faithfully inherited to cellular offspring unless some specific action is taken. Be-
cause the inheritance mechanism of these marks is such that methylations are
always faithfully copied to the DNA of the novel cells (Saze et al., 2003; Turek-
Pleva and Jagodzinski, 2005), the specific action to take would be to divide and
leave the newly synthesized DNA unmethylated. Cell division without remethyla-
tion, as it turns out, is a mechanism for DNA methylation erasure (Hajkova et al.,
2002; Razin and Riggs, 1980) making formerly inactivated genes again accessible
for transcription machinery and ready to use. Therefore, DNA methylations can
control what genes can not be used by the cell even though these genes are present
in the genome.

Going back to spore formation in Bacillus: a cell division event could function
to alter methylation patterns, thereby enabling use of sporulation genes that had
been actively silenced. And even if not, also other mechanisms are known that can
couple cell division events and the ability to express certain genes, one example
being the switching mechanisms that determines what mating type is expressed by
yeast cells (Wolpert, 1988). Therefore, the premise is adopted that the asymmetric
cell division event is a way of entering the survival transition context in Bacillus.
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This idea is presented here as an ad hoc hypothesis, but based on a brief survey, it
clearly seems to be the case that the pre-sporulation division in Bacillus actively
takes the system to a state in which survival differentiation is possible.

Eukaryotic Transition Blocks

Apparently developmental blocks like the one described for the Bacillus also exist
in Eukaryotic organisms. Cells of the unicellular haploid alga Chlamydomonas re-
inhardtii belong to one of two genetic mating types (mt) denoted as plus or minus
(Ferris et al., 2002). Neither type is able to differentiate as a spore all on its own,
fertilization is absolutely needed for the process to continue eventually leading
to meiotic production of four unicellular survival cells inside a common protect-
ive spore coat. However, ectopic expression of an mt+ specific homeodomain
protein in mt− gametes has been shown to induce protein synthesis indicative of
survival transition progression (Zhao et al., 2001). In the homothallic Chlamydo-
monas monoica, where mating is between clonal cells that come form a single
haploid cell lineage, it is difficult to see the significance of the facultative sexual
life cycle stage from the genetic point of view. however, from the developmental
point of view it seems that sexual life cycle phase is a survival transition pro-
cess also in this organism: Asexual survival differentiation has not been observed
(Karen van Winkle-Swift, personal communication), and special type of meiosis
precedes gamete differentiation (Van Winkle-Swift et al., 1998). I interpret this
to mean that there is a developmental block to survival differentiation in vegetat-
ively growing C. monoica cells. Also in yeast, the sexual process is coupled to
formation of survival spores. Functionally these unicellular eukaryotic systems
seem to exhibit waiting and delay strategies that regulate the actual execution of
the survival transition.

Based on what real spore formation processes of prokaryotes and eukaryotes
show, survival transition biology seems to attract evolutionary adaptations that in-
terestingly run counter the actual transition progression. This raises the possibility
that much of what is observed in survival transition biology would be there not
for the sake of making the actual transition happen, but for the complete opposite:
to keep the systems from making the transition. This being the data from real
organisms, some modifications need to be made to the simple biphasic transition
dynamics envisioned earlier in this chapter.

7.4.3 Intermediate Metastable State

When becoming spores, both bacteria and eukaryotic cells undergo very specific
behavior, distinct from active living and reproductive cell proliferation. Because
of the strong coupling of sexuality and spore formation, the viewpoint in euk-
aryotic study has largely been on the sex-aspect and contrasting of asexual and
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Figure 7.7: Possibility for gaining reproductive advantage in survival transition context.
A successful transition avoidance strategy can provide reproductive advantage over those
cells that sporulate hastily. After reaching the point of no return (red dot) a cell must
complete the full transition before it can return to active living. If, in the mean time,
another cell is capable of exploiting the available resources such that it can reproduce
(spiral), this other cell gains a reproductive advantage (red box) between time points T1
and T2.

sexual methods of spore formation. The problem under investigation has been
whether offspring that germinate in the future, possibly facing a different envir-
onment, should be genetically identical to their parents or genetically diversified,
hence products of meiotic sex. In other words, focus has been on genetics and
heredity.

To my knowledge, sexual eukaryotic spore formation has not been studied
from the point of view of developmental events that realize the the immediate life
cycle transition events. Therefore, I present in figure 7.7 a simple model for gen-
eral survival transition dynamics. The developmental control and delay events that
true organisms exhibit upon survival transition entry are taken into consideration
and also a point-of-no-return (PNR) is introduced to the transition. The signific-
ance of a PNR to system dynamics is, that before it is reached, the process can be
reversed or aborted. When this point is reached, the survival transition becomes
the only immediate alternative for the organism—It must be fully completed be-
fore return to active life is again possible, even in the case that environment is
already turning favorable. But should there be competing cells that remain wait-
ing in the active state under these circumstances, there would be a potential risk
for cells that initiate the survival transition. This risk is realized if the competing
cells can resume reproduction when other cells have passed the PNR that commits
them to undergo complete transition. Transition cells will loose in terms of repro-
ductive success if other cells can reproduce in the meantime. Winners in terms
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of reproductive success are those cells that better manage to buffer environmental
fluctuations upon survival transition entry, thereby maximizing energy usage and
reproduction. The net-outcome in this system depends on the ratio between the
duration of one round of cell division in active state and obligate duration of the
survival transition. This eventually determines how much a non-transiting cell in
theory can gain in terms of reproductive advantage as opposed to cells that un-
dergo survival transition. A system description of the survival transition dynam-
ics that true organisms tend to exhibit is shown in figure 7.8. It has been modified
from figure 7.5 and the active state and the survival state provide a dichotomous
system outline. However, between these two states, a new state is depicted. It
is an intermediate metastable state that the system uses for moving from active
living to dormancy. The reason for adding this state to the model are the delay
and control aspects that true biological organisms exhibit upon entry to survival
transition. Addition of the intermediate metastable state to transition entry makes
the model a better fit to true cases.

A

M

B

High energy

Low energy

Figure 7.8: A biphasic system with three states (horizontal red lines). There is state A
for active consumption of energy and proliferative reproduction. The other stable state is
the survival state, state B. Return from state B back to state A requires specific induction.
Transition from A to B happens via metastable state M. The significance of this state is
that it enables waiting and possibly avoidance of the actual survival transition from state
A to state B when the system is experiencing stress.

Control and delay aspects would acquire an explanation if it could be shown
that unnecessary entry to survival state can be costly in terms of time that is lost
from active cell proliferation. The trade-off between reproduction and growth,
however, is not well understood in biological study (Stearns, 1992; Gardner et al.,
2007) and I was unable to find models that I could have used to analyze the de-
velopmental biology and system dynamics of survival transitions. however, in a
manuscript about the origin of eukaryotic sexual reproduction (Segerståhl et al.,
2005) a basis for survival transition dynamics has been formalized and this form-
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alization supports the idea that living systems would avoid a full transition if only
possible. The model is based on energy principles and the main finding was that
in a stochastic environment, cells should perform survival transition only when
threatened by immediate death through starvation. Surprisingly poor success rates
are tolerated when the transition actually does happen, therefore, no active invest-
ment to spore quality is needed.

But true biological organisms evolve and adapt to different kinds of environ-
ments and adaptation can reduce the effective stochasticity of the environment.
This can increase the survival-likelihood of actively living, non-transiting cells
and I propose that there is general evolutionary pressure to develop good solu-
tions for dealing with the demands imposed by the system environment of the sur-
vival transition. Solutions that prevent unnecessary or hasty transitions could be
considered to be good adaptations. Best adaptations would accomplish complete
avoidance of the survival state. However, base on what nature shows us, complete
transition avoidance—that would translate into complete removal of catastrophic
environmental changes from the effective environment of cells—may not bee so
simple. Therefore, solutions that increase the success rate of survival transition
when it must be performed, can also be considered as good solution for dealing
with the survival transition context.

7.5 Sex in Survival Transition

Typically, the relationship between sex and spore formation (survival transition)
in eukaryotes has been studied from the point of view of sexual recombination
and population genetics. Hereditary effects of recombinational sex on the future
survival of offspring has been the research target. However, survival transition
principles and the biological necessity to be able to handle it concern virtually
all organisms that live in natural environments. Therefore, I form the premis that
survival transition biology is a general phenomenon that can provide a system
outline for sexual and developmental biology that true organisms perform when
forming spores. In other words, the spore formation context is now fixed to be a
system framework that presumably can accommodate all aspects of sexual germ
cell biology. This interpretation raises the possibility that fertilization and meiosis
can directly contribute to regulation of survival transition, for instance such as to
avoid unnecessary survival transitions. In the long run, this line of reasoning might
lead to a whole new developmental view of the sexual reproduction processes
which traditionally has been studied from the viewpoint of genetic inheritance
and fertilization success.
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7.5.1 The A-M-B Model

Whatever the ultimate selective reason for the evolutionary coupling of sex and
survival transition, this chapter is finished by showing how survival transition con-
text can couple developmental and genetic aspects of sexual germ cell biology.
Figure 7.9 on the following page depicts a model that is based on the three-state
A-M-B system (recall figure 7.8).

The system outline is defined by the A-B dichotomy and M-phase biology
hosts the sexual events. Entry to the transition context, hence to M state, happens
with differentiation of gametes. Fertilization and formation of the diploid zygote
are M-phase events. The universal event of all eukaryotic sexual life, meiotic
ploidy reduction, is positioned and fixed to the ultimate A-B border , which, be-
cause of the existence of the M phase, is factually the M-B border. On one hand,
the decisive event in this transition context is whether or not cells enter phase B.
On the other hand, in the life cycle of true sexual organism, meiotic ploidy re-
duction is perhaps the most universal aspect of all. These were chosen to be two
system foci and to be the mediators that actually realize the coupling between
sexual and developmental events. Therefore, meiosis becomes fixed to the M-B
transition border.

The decision to realize the coupling in this particular way was an ad hoc at-
tempt, albeit based on the overall view that has begun to emerge as I have been
examining the sexual life cycle biology of various kind of eukaryotic organisms.
Preliminary testing of this coupling suggests that it is widely applicable thereby
serving as a stabilizing factor when different kinds of eukaryotic sexual life cycles
are fitted to the general model. As we have now managed to position the defining
events of sexual reproduction to the transition context, it has the significant con-
sequence to this thesis that also developmental biology of germ cell dimorphism,
the basis of sex determination, now localizes to this transition context. There-
fore, A-M-B life cycle transition biology becomes coupled to the developmental
transition system of primary sex determination biology and this idea visualized in
figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.9: A-M-B model for sexual germ line biology. Model background derives from
survival transition biology as introduced in this chapter. A-phase or active phase corres-
ponds to an energy consuming reproductive life cycle phase. Phase B is for mere survival
when active living is impossible. Unnecessary entry to phase B can result in diminished
reproductive success as opposed to cells that avoid the transition. Therefore, it is only for
survival and clearly transition to B is an unpleasant, but sometime unavoidable “plan B”
survival alternative for living cells. Time and energy consuming exit from A should only
occur when absolutely necessary. The intermediate metastable life cycle phase M, situated
between A and B, provides the opportunity to avoid, stall, or otherwise control B-phase
entry. As a whole, the A-M-B transition model provides a dichotomous system context for
sexual germ cell biology. Defining events of sexual reproduction—gamete differentiation,
fertilization and meiosis—are interpreted in terms of the developmental from-A-to-B life
cycle transition that turns actively living cells into dormant survival spores. Meiosis is po-
sitioned at the ultimate survival transition border upon entry to B-phase. Therefore, when
we observe meiosis, we presume that the system is operating at this ultimate transition
border.
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Figure 7.10: Joint systems. Schematic depiction of the idea that the sexually dimorphic
germ cell biology is both part of the developmental system that produces the multicellular
individual (black), but also connected to developmental biology that can be understood in
terms of life cycle transition biology in an A-M-B framework (blue).



Chapter 8

Sexually Dimorphic Germ Line
Development

In the preceding chapter the idea was developed that in a fluctuating environment,
repeated occurrences of ecological stress provide basis for emergence of organ-
isms that exhibit adaptive developmental A-M-B transition biology. Our primary
interest is on the metastable M-state that was proposed to be the general system
context of sexual germ cell biology. This chapter now moves on to construction
of A-M-B models for more complex cases that exhibit diploid development and
sexually dimorphic gametogenesis. As a result of this, it becomes possible to
propose an overall function for sexually dimorphic germ cell development and
thereby for the overall transitional structure that was constructed in chapter 6
to capture primary sex determination biology. A discrete developmental system
basis for male and female differentiation in the Animal kingdom is proposed.

8.1 Evolution of germ cell development

In evolutionary biology and population genetics germ cell biology and sexual re-
production are addressed as general aspects of eukaryotic life. Wide phyletic
scopes have been used when the biomolecular mechanisms of meiosis and ge-
netic recombination, evolution of reproductive strategies, and evolution of life
histories have been studied (Bell, 1982, 1994; Cavalier-Smith, 2002a; Halvorson
and Monroy, 1985; Partridge and Sibly, 1991). We will now do the same in order
to form a basis for a better understanding of sexually dimorphic gametogenesis
and thereby for a better understanding of developmental biology of animal sex
determination. We focus on germ cells and from the viewpoint of embryonic
development it may first seem that this examination of sexually dimorphic devel-
opment becomes very restricted. However, in phyletic terms the opposite happens
and via germ cell biology the developmental biology of sex determination con-
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nects to much more general eukaryote biology than that of metazoan form and
function. The eukaryotic sexual reproduction process—gamete formation, fertil-
ization, and meiosis—has above all been studied from the point of view of genetic
inheritance and the significance of ploidy alternation and genetic recombination
(Nielsen, 2006) and only rarely does one encounter work that also consider other
aspects (Cavalier-Smith, 2002a,b). Current view is that there is an early origin for
the meiotic process of eukaryote sex, maybe even accompanying the evolutionary
emergence of the first eukaryotes (Cavalier-Smith, 2002a). That I have fixed the
sexual process to spore-forming survival transition biology does not conflict with
the idea of an early origin for eukaryotic sex. Spore formation is found to occur
both in prokaryotes and in eukaryotes, therefore, it is not unreasonable for us the
presume that such a process existed in the developmental biology and/or repro-
ductive physiology of early eukaryotes. Another generally accepted assumption
is that the ancestor of sexual eukaryotes has a life cycle that was not a simple bin-
ary fission cell cycle but a more complex cycle with alternation between feast and
famine (Cavalier-Smith, 2002a)—Survival transition dynamics would have been
an issue in such an organism’s life cycle.

I have found one article suggesting that there may be a connection between
spore formation and the origin of the eukaryotic cell (Gould and Dring, 1979),
although this theory has not received abundant treatment in evolutionary study
(Martin and Koonin, 2006). However, I was unable to find studies that would
implicate spore formation processes as a possible basis for the eukaryotic process
of meiotic sexual reproduction. This is despite the fact that sexual reproduction
and formation of dormant spores are known in many instances to be coupled phe-
nomena. Nevertheless, we choose to proceed with our newly-developed view that
sexual reproduction events belong to the developmental biology that an organism
uses to maneuver its A-M-B transition biology.

For the evolution of sexually dimorphic gametes—or as I view it, for sexually
dimorphic germ line development—no monophyletic origin has been identified.
Instead, several independent emergences of sexual germ cell dimorphism have
taken place in various taxa (Dacks and Kasinsky, 1999). The most prominent
groups that rely exclusively on production of egg and sperm in their sexual life
cycle phase are animals and land plants (Embryophyta). Also, especially among
certain algae isogamous and anisogamous species intermingle (Kirk, 1998; Moore
et al., 1995). Theoretical examinations on the emergence of sexual dimorphism
have concentrated on the ways in which gamete size and motility can affect the
outcome of the fertilization event; anisogamy has mainly been contrasted against
isogamy with emphasis on gamete size evolution (Dusenbery, 2006; Parker et al.,
1972). Population genetic studies, however, do not discuss the developmental
mechanisms that produce cellular phenotypes in true organisms, yet our interest
is specifically on these mechanisms. Hence, we must develop our own evolu-
tionary theory to account for what these developmental processes are like. To
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my knowledge, this developmental viewpoint is a novel approach to sexual life
cycle biology and evolutionary emergence of mechanisms that realize sexually
dimorphic development.

8.1.1 Charting the Territory

In order to identify what is the role sexually dimorphic development in survival
transition biology, we use the premise developed in this study, that developmental
biology of sexual germ line cells localizes to A-M-B context. Hence, we should be
able to construct A-M-B models for the different versions of sexually dimorphic
germ cell biology that organisms exhibit. But it may not be so simple to actu-
ally do this because sexual germ cell development occurs in many different ways
and in the context of different kinds of organismic life cycles. In these life cycles
growth and development can occur both during the haploid and the diploid phase,
or one of these predominates. This bears direct consequences as to how sperm
and egg cells actually form. And although many animals exhibit relatively simple
sexual life cycles, more complex solutions are found, for instance, among parasitic
species. Furthermore the phenomenon of sexually dimorphic germ cell develop-
ment is not restricted to the Animal kingdom: Plants and protista also include
species with sexual germ cell dimorphism (Bell, 1994; Moore et al., 1995).

Our initial interest was on vertebrates and their life cycle are fairly uniform:
It is the life cycle that predominates in most animal taxa, where diploid growth is
followed by meiotic production of haploid, sexually dimorphic gametes. Sperm
and egg meet in fertilization and a new diploid individual develops. This is the
typical way of describing the cycle and it is based on the genetic aspect of ploidy
alternation. But in essence it describes the same system as our transitional model
does the difference being that our model describes the cycle from the develop-
mental point of view. Whichever view one chooses, the fact remains that the an-
imal cycle is only one of many possible ways of running a sexual life cycle—but
given its uniform distribution throughout the entire Animal kingdom, a very well
established way of running it. This uniformity increases the likelihood that there
was a clear initial advantage that this particular structure was able to provide.

The task, hence is to form an A-M-B model for animal germ cell develop-
ment. Figure 8.1 shows schematically how the life cycle of a haploid, facultatively
sexual, spore-forming, unicellular organisms can be placed in the A-M-B context.
The animal case, however, seems much more complicated. Meiosis in animals is
considered to be gametogenic, meaning, that it is the process by which the actual
sex cells arise. Yet in the A-M-B model of the haploid unicellular organism the or-
der seems to be the opposite: differentiation of gametes clearly precedes meiosis.
In addition there is the very matter that we are trying to solve, sexual dimorphism
in germ cell development. Because the processes of gamete differentiation and
meiosis intermingle in the animal case, it is difficult for us to decide which one to
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focus on, or whether it is the very coming together of the two that contributes to
the firm establishment of sexual dimorphism in the animal version of the sexual
process.
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Figure 8.1: Simple A-M-B system. Developmental life cycle of a haploid, unicellular,
facultatively sexual organism. Asexual reproduction and active life in A-phase predom-
inates. Upon induction system changes behavior. In survival transition context gametes
fuse (1) forming a diploid zygotic cell (2). The zygote proceeds with meiosis and a group
of haploid survival cells develops (3).

Therefore, before continuing with the actual modeling process we wish to
develop some general view of what might be going on in the animal case. We
the the A-M-B modeling process with two versions of sexual germ cell biology,
that also are sexually dimorphic but where formation of the actual sexual gametes
is distinct from the meiotic cell division process: These examples come form the
Plant kingdom.

8.2 Haploid-Diploid Cycles

Land plants, consisting of bryophytes (mosses) and vascular plants, is the only
other broad taxon in addition to the animal kingdom where germ cell biology
consistently is sexually dimorphic. But unlike in the animals case, all land plants
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have a haploid-diploid life cycle where meiosis and differentiation of the sexual
gametes are separate events (for review on land plants see for instance Kenrick
(2001); Kenrick and Crane (1997)). In figure 8.2 two examples of vascular plant
life cycles are shown. Figure 8.2 (a) is a schematic representation of a gener-
alized fern life cycle in which the diploid life cycle phase predominates. The
developmental diploid plant individual produces spores that are dispersed to the
environment. These spores are haploid and represent a unicellular phase in the
organisms life cycle. I am inclined to consider these spores as survival cells:
They are dormant, metabolically inactive cells inside a protective spore coating
(Raghavan, 1989) and they are produced by the very event that was fixed to the
M-B border: meiosis. Because these spores are haploid, so is the first multicellular
entity that develops from a germinated spore. Haploid development may be more
modest than that of the diploid stage, which is usually recognized as the actual
plant, but it is the developmental stage that gives rise to sexually dimorphic germ
cells. Here, gametogenesis, whether male or female, is fully developmental, it is
not a meiosis-process. Finally, as male and female gametes meet in fertilization,
diploid growth and development is resumed.

In this model of fern life cycle, I have depicted meiosis as taking cells to
phase B and during the survival transition the organism exists in the form of single
cells. But there is no active unicellular A-phase living in the life cycle of these
plants. Germination of the spores initiates multicellular development. Therefore,
I have positioned the whole organism, apart from the dormant spore, to the only
remaining alternative, the M-phase, as shown in figure 8.2 (a).

A-M-B description of another kind of life cycle, that of a schematic angio-
sperm plant, is presented in figure 8.2 (b). In this life cycle the meiotic divisions,
instead of giving rise to unicellular existence, seem to evade the M-B transition
completely. The cells produced by meiosis are developmental. For the female
cell line, the whole process is carried out inside the parental flower. After a lim-
ited number of meiosis the actual gamete cell arises from the haploid cell line.
The case of the male cell line is different as it involves the stage of pollen form-
ation and dispersal of pollen grains to the environment. At this stage, male type
germ line cell resides inside a protective structure. Pollen grains resemble dormant
spores of ferns (Raghavan, 1989): they are clearly environmentally resistant struc-
tures representing a dormant life cycle phase. However, one can not grow an entire
plant individual from a single pollen grain as can be done with a fern spore. The
angiosperm male germ line is only destined to fertilization. Therefore, pollen
is depicted to form at the M-B transition and the sperm cells exist in M-phase.
Hence, in the angiosperm case, the M-phase seems to hosts the entire organism;
Phase A and phase B are left empty as figure 8.2 (b) shows.

Also in this angiosperm case meiosis is fixed to the M-B transition border but
all the meiotic divisions, both in the male and in the female version, are asym-
metric and the resulting cells have different developmental fates. It seems that no
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Figure 8.2: Life cycles of vascular plants.(a) Schematic fern life cycle. meiosis produces
dormant unicellular spores whereas sexual gamete fusion takes the system from one de-
velopmental stage to the next. (b) Schematic life cycle of an angiosperm plant. Both male
and female meiosis are asymmetric, producing cells none of which can be considered as
a survival spore. Fertilization takes the organism from a vegetative life cycle phase to
formation of a developmental embryo that resides inside a seed.
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matter what cell we focus on, a cell always exist together with other cells and my
interpretation is that a unicellular life cycle stage is missing. And whereas male
meiosis produces pollen grains, in the female case meiosis does not form en-
vironmentally resistant dormant cells whereby the system would come to a halt.
Therefore there is developmental asymmetry both at gamete production and mei-
osis. In terms of the survival transition system the organism seems to be trapped
in M phase: there is no unicellular active life and proper unicellular survival cells
are absent.

8.3 Animal Germ Line

Having formed an idea about sexually dimorphic haploid-diploid life cycle bio-
logy we approach the animal version of sexually dimorphic gametogenesis. Char-
acteristic to animals is a clear distinction between germ line and soma. A germ
line presentation is needed where meiosis turns diploid cells into gametes that un-
dergo fertilization. There is no stage of haploid multicellular development that
would follow meiosis and then produce gametes for fertilization. However, like
in plants, the specific details of germ line development are different in different
taxa. Therefore, the model presented in figure 8.3 aims at satisfying the condi-
tions set by the mammalian case, while being general enough to be applied to
other animals.

While the mammalian primordial germ cells migrate as a relatively independ-
ent population of cells through the mammalian embryo to inhabit somatic gonad
primordia there are no sex-specific characteristics in these cells. PGCs exhibit
a solitary unicellular life style, albeit within the microenvironmet provided by
the developmental multicellular soma (Bendel-stenzel et al., 1998). Therefore we
place this stage when germ line cells are distinct form the soma, but not yet in-
volved in sexual differentiation, to the A phase (see figure 8.3). This stage is
also thought of in which a whole animal organism exists in a unicellular form.
The reason is that parthenogenetic development of new individuals from eggs that
have not been fertilized by sperm has been observed in every group of jawed ver-
tebrates excluding mammals (Chapman et al., 2007), and also hermaphrodism is
common in many animal taxa.

Upon reaching the gonad, germ line cells change behavior (Donovan et al.,
1986) and methylation patterns change, indicating that changes happen as to what
genes are available for transcription (Maatouk and Resnick, 2003; Maatouk et al.,
2006) and subsequent events depend to a large extent on how the somatic tissue
is developing. If germ line cells are surrounded by the seminiferous cords that
develop rapidly in embryonic gonads as a result of Y-chromosomal Sry gene ex-
pression (Canning and Lovell-Badge, 2002; Kim et al., 2006), they enter a stage of
mitotic arrest, hence they are placed to the A-M transition. In the absence of Sry
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expression somatic gonad remains in a relatively undifferentiated state and germ
line cells are not surrounded by epithelial cords at a time when retinoic signals
coming form the somatic gonad induces them to initiate meiosis (Bowles et al.,
2006; Livera et al., 2000). Such gonads correspond to ovarian gonads whereas the
former ones are early testes. Based on this the germ line exhibits two strategies in
the M-phase, two diverging pathways and this is described as system bifurcation.
Before bifurcation, the system (germ line) had only one state in which to exist,
but after bifurcation, one of two alternative states is adopted depending on the cir-
cumstances in which the system (germ line) makes the transition to M-phase cell
biology.

Both male and female germ line cells exhibit intercellular communication dur-
ing the time that precedes meiosis and eventual individualization of matured gam-
etes into single cells. Also, supposing that these post-migratory germ line cells
operate in M-phase, it does not surprise us that they be prone to initiate meiosis.
In mammals, this only happen much earlier in a prospective ovary than in a pro-
spective testis. Species that maintain a replenishing germ line stem cell population
in both sexes, fit the same scheme. All that is needed is absence of such a rad-
ical difference in M-phase progression towards meiosis. System progression only
needs to be halted earlier in A or M phase in all embryos, at a stage, when there
still is only one state in which the system (germ line) exists.

Theoretically the cell division patterns, both in germ line stem cell divisions
(Fuller and Spradling, 2007; Meng et al., 2000) that I would position to M phase
entry, and in meiosis at M-B border, can either be symmetric or asymmetric. I pro-
pose that by regulating cell division patterns in A-M-B transition context, animal
systems can regulate survival phase biology. If we accept the current definition of
germ cell sex that is based on the size difference of gametes, then acquiring “male
type germ cells” or “female type germ cells” would be a matter of regulating cell
size. The overall system complexity in the way in which this size difference is
accomplished in animals, however, more likely exists for something more com-
plicated, such as regulating survival transition system dynamics. I argue, that
albeit size does matter, focusing on it can not provide explanatory answers as to
why developmental germ cell biology is so complex. The A-M-B transition sys-
tem introduce in this thesis is hereby predicted to be a much more likely source of
explanatory answers as to the overall complexity of sexual reproduction biology
that what the more restricted scope of fertilization event per se can offer.

In the female version of mouse meiosis, there seems to be complete lack of
developmental differentiation in the survival transition context. The egg is highly
specialized—for initiating embryogenesis, not for survival B-phase survival dif-
ferentiation. As the egg waits, it is successfully maintaining the M phase. The
male version of mammalian germ cell biology, however, seems different. The
male germ line exist in testes in the form of stem cell population for the entire life
span of an individual. It continuously sheds off cells that proliferate until mei-
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Figure 8.3: Development of animal sperm and egg and sperm are schematically placed to
the A-M-B survival transition context. primordial germ cells (PGCs) are sexually neutral
cells with a unicellular (A-phase) life style. In the system a bifurcation point exists and
there are two alternative strategies fro M-phase biology: meiotic stem cell maintenance
at M-phase entry or early M-phase followed by diploid-haploid germ cell differentiation
(male germ line), or attenuation of all transition progress and differentiation and waiting
as female germ cells. This depiction is best suited for mammals, however, by shifting
divergence points and attenuation points relative to the A-M-B grid, alternative version
can be depicted.
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osis occurs and this places the system to M-B border. However, the haploid stage
undergoes substantial differentiation and maturation until finally, mature singular
sperm cells arise (Leeson et al., 1988). Comparable haploid development is absent
from the female version.

Interestingly, the developmental differentiation of post-meiotic male germ line
cells exhibits characteristics that make it difficult for us to decide how to place
these cells in the A-M-B framework. On one hand, the cells seem to be under-
going survival transition differentiation: Whereas in the case of isogametes and
egg cells the genetic material is decondensed, in male sperm cells as in spores of
spore-forming eukaryotes it is heavily packed and protected (Dacks and Kasinsky,
1999). On the other hand, flagella are found in actively living eukaryotic proto-
zoa and isogametes (Harris, 2001). Because the final cell is a fertilizing gamete,
we trap the whole male germ line process to M-phase as a kind of amalgam of
A-phase unicellularity, M-phase gamete differentiation and B-phase sporulation
biology. But the process seems mysterious and perhaps in the future, when the
matter is examined further, addition of a yet another transition zone between M
and B-phase, like the M phase was originally inserted between A and B-phase,
can clarify the picture.

For the sake of completing the treatment begun in this chapter, we now con-
clude with the statement, that animal sperm and egg are two completely differ-
ent M-phase transition cell types. While the egg keeps the entire organism very
persistently in existence in the M-phase, the sperm, as a cell, has diverged from
the totipotent developmental life cycle. In terms of developmental biology and
mitotic unicellular reproduction, male sperm is not an immortal cell but head-
ing toward fertilization and celular destruction: it is the last of its developmental
cell lineage. The possibility of explaining this phenomenon in terms of regulat-
ing size-difference of gametes as an explanation for the existence of sperm-egg
dimorphism and male-female phenomenon is ruled out. Whereas isogamete fer-
tilization events in protista lead to meiosis, fertilization by sperm in animals leads
to formation of a multicellular organism from cells that diverge from the germ
line. The germ line always returns to ancient A-M-B world and to waiting, either
as premeiotic germ line stem cells or meiotically arrested eggs.

It goes beyond the scope of this thesis to further examine the evolutionary
history and dynamic properties of this dichotomous M-phase system, however,
the system as a whole can be interpreted to keep the organism at all times from
undergoing the cellular transition to B-phase. I could accept this both as a pos-
sible initial selective advantage for the establishment of the sperm–egg version of
animal germ cell biology, and as a widely present current function of the sexually
dimorphic germ cell system of animals.

Every time when fertilization or parthenogenic activation diverts the system
(an egg) to a novel round of embryogenesis there is a (usually swift) faithful re-
turn to M-phase maintenance by the germ line. Therefore, according to my view,
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not only does the sperm-egg system accomplish B-phase avoidance on cellular
level but it performs a novel function by giving rise to a higher-level multicellular
individual. As mentioned earlier, functional structures can acquire novel function
during evolution, and development of the multicellular animal individual can be
considered to be a novel function of A-M-B transition biology. In part the mul-
ticellular individual can be seen as belonging to the transition-evasion maneuver,
providing a more predictable, buffered environment for its own germ line cells,
but it also takes the phenomenon of living individuals to a new, higher level of
biological organization. Therefore, the hypothesis is stated here that in sexually
dimorphic germ line development of animals lie the basis of both sexual repro-
duction biology of animals, as well as that of their developmental biology. Figure
8.4 visualizes this idea.
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Figure 8.4: A schematic presentation of an idea, that from sexually dimorphic A-M-B
transition biology, a complex, developmental muticellular animal individual can arise both
in evolutionary and developmental sense. Horizontal line in the middle denotes a system
border between germ line phase and somatic phase. Whereas germ line cells operate in
terms of ancient A-M-B transition biology, the soma operates its developmental processes
in terms of germ-line-derived transition biology and A’, M’, and B’ phases. In this case
we would expect to find similar mechanisms regulating and/or operating transitions in
germ line and soma.



Chapter 9

Integrated Systems View

In this work basic aspects of sex determination biology and sexual development
have been addressed from a systems point of view resulting in formulation of
novel views including the following:

The paradigm of gonad development being a unique case of organogenesis
has been examined. The prevailing view is that the gonad primordium is unique
because there are two alternative, distinctly different developmental programs that
can be executed as the organ forms. however, I provide another view where too,
there are two programs, but one is the developmental life cycle “program” of germ
line development whereas the other is the differentiation process that works on the
somatic tissue of the gonad. The way in which these two programs work with each
other is proposed to be the system basis on which sex determination mechanisms
operate. The ultimate basis for presence of ovarian versus testicular differentiation
would be the inherent dichotomy between two alternative M-phase strategies that
together constitute sexually dimorphic germ cell biology. The prevailing and the
hereby promoted views do not have to be mutually exclusive: discrete male and
female programs may exist to regulate the system that is described in this work
and the matter is to be investigated in future work.

For capturing the dynamics of developmental germ cell biology, the concept of
an A-M-B transition context was developed in chapter seven. Sperm and egg are
proposed to be two different developmental states that germ cells are capable of
adopting when operating in the transition system context. This is a very different
way of addressing the nature of the relationship that exists between sperm and
egg cell phenotypes, than the one promoted in population genetics that focuses on
cell size and motility attributes, cellular fertilization dynamics, and the fitness of
future offspring. Hence, sperm and egg would not simply be two different size-
derivatives of a single cell type:the sexual (iso)gamete. Instead, they would be
two discrete, developmentally different cell types. The A-M-B system framework
is predicted to be capable of providing a novel conceptual tool by which sperm
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Figure 9.1: Bipartite system description of primary sex determination and gonad devel-
opment. The system as a whole must settle to a functional state. The system basis of
ovarian versus testicular gonad is hence in germ line biology.
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Germ line

Testicular

Ovarian

Figure 9.2: Schematic representation of primary sex determination with two interacting
and interfering developmental systems. One is the bifurcating germ line system (red)
which in the course of primary sex determination events either becomes an M-phase stem
cell system (male) or already proceeds undifferentiated to the M-B border and meiosis
(female). The other system is the somatic program of gonad formation (blue) which
adjusts to germ line biology and also has the opportunity to affect the choice of germ
line strategy. The male version of overall development uses more of the somatic program
during early organ formation than does the female version.

and egg can be given more formal and discrete developmental and cell biological
definitions than the ones currently in use (male, female, small, and large).

Should developmental germ cell biology derive from ancient unicellular life
cycle biology, the developmental soma that forms the actual gonads would have
been exposed to the germ cell show throughout its evolutionary history. The soma
must support and promote the formation of both gamete types and their M-state
biology one way or the other, generation after generation. No other case of or-
ganogenesis but gonad formation is influenced directly by the M-phase biology
of germ cells. Therefore, co-occurrence of a developmental gonad formation pro-
cess and developmental events of germ line life cycle progression in a single or-
gan would definitely make gonad development a unique case of organogenesis.
The difference to the current view stating that gonads are unique because there
is a single organ primordium for two different organs, is, that the novel view
can be more easily applied to cases where both ovarian and testicular character-
istics are present in the same gonad. Figures 9.1 and 9.2 summarize the views
presented here and show that there is possibility for interaction, regulation, and
self-organization (Camazine et al., 2001) in gonad development.

Figure 9.3 provides basic concepts that help in the structuring of develop-
mental systems. These should be considered when the system of sex determina-
tion biology is addressed in any real organism. An example of a structural system
outline that can be used when mammals are addressed is depicted in figure 9.4.
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Figure 9.3: System levels and basic definitions for developmental biology of sex de-
termination. (a) Hierarchical levels of organization in biological organisms. (b) System
levels on which sex determination phenomena can be observed and studied. The different
levels are linked through various signaling mechanisms. (c) The effect of sex determina-
tion mechanisms on the overall developmental system. The gonad can adopt one of two
alternative functional states (seldom both), presumably thereby reducing conflict and in-
terference that may otherwise arise between germ line cells attempting to realize mutually
exclusive developmental M-phase strategies. (d) The target system of sex determination
mechanisms is the individual. In each case one must make active decisions as to how
much the soma needs to be structured. Here a minimal structuring for initial stages of
analysis is shown. Arrows in (c) and (d) denote signaling that organizes the overall sys-
tem.
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Figure 9.4: System outline for integrative study of developmental sex determination
mechanisms and sexual differentiation of mammals. Arrows denote direction of signals
and subsystem interfaces.
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In addition, the approach developed in this thesis suggests a direct link between
developmental biology of sexually dimorphic germ line biology and develop-
mental mechanisms of multicellularity. It can also provide a common and general
selection pressure for both phenomena: both would stem from system-level avoid-
ance of B-phase entry in an A-M-B survival transition context (recall section 8.3).
Sexually dimorphic somatic development and differentiation would be reflections
of germ cell dichotomy on higher levels of multicellular biological organization.
This forms a testable hypothesis about the basis of sex determination biology of
multicellular animals at the same time proposing a system outline for complex de-
velopment. The structural complexity of the phenomenon increases further when
the topic of genetic sexual recombination (that has not been addressed in this de-
velopmental study) is added to the picture.

The novel views and ideas raised in this work are to be tested. An enormous
amount of molecular and genetic information is already available for construction
of a whole new viewpoint to sex determination biology. Here, novel links have
been suggested to exist between germ line biology and developmental mechan-
isms of multicellularity. This is a significant issue from the point of view of biolo-
gical theory and based on this work there is reason to believe, that a developmental
systems viewpoint can be used as a general approach to sexual reproduction bio-
logy. Verification of this requires that the concept of A-M-B transition systems
is developed further and genetic and molecular data are to be included to the sys-
tem descriptions. Doing so directly links model construction with physiology and
developmental biology of extant organisms and can be viewed as theoretical de-
velopmental biology. Such a direct attempt to tackle system complexity that is
an inherent aspect of sexual reproduction biology and developmental biology of
multicellular animals and plants, has the potential of becoming a new field in bio-
logical study.

This is my thesis.



Glossary

allantois Sac-like outgrowth from posterior part of alimetary canal in embryos of
mammals, reptiles and birds.

allele One of a number of alternative forms of a gene, a particular version of a
gene that resides on a given locus on chromosomal DNA.

anisogamy Union of sex cells that have different morphologies, typically differ-
ent size

anlage see primordium

autosome Chromosome other than a sex-chromosome.

bifurcation Qualitative splitting of system’s behavior into two parts.

clade Set consisting of all organisms that descend from a particular common an-
cestor.

embryogenesis The development of an embryo from a fertilized egg, earliest part
of ontogeny.

epithelium Sheet of tightly bound cells lining a surface. suom epiteeli

follicle Ovarian follicle is a group of cells surrounding an oocyte and creating its
immediate environment.

gamete Sex cell, haploid reproductive cell that can fuse with a gamete of opposite
sex or mating type to produce a zygote.

genotype The genetic constitution of an organism.

germ cell Reproductive cell, gamete, or cell that gives rise to gamete.

germ line Cell line that give rise to gametes.

gonad Organ in which reproductive cells are being produced, such as ovary or
testis.

hermaphrodite An organism with both male and female reproductive organs.
Hermaphroditism is especially common among plants, occurs also among certain
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groups of animals.

heterogametic sex The sex possessing two non-homologous sex chromosomes,
such as the male in mammals (XY) or the female in birds (ZW).

isogamy Fusion between gametes in a system where all gametes are of same size
and similar structure.

motile Capable of spontanious movement.

ontogeny Developmental and growth history of an individual from fertilization
till death.

organogenesis The formation and development of organs.

parthenogenesis developmnet of offspring from eggs without fertilization by
sperm.

PGC Primordial germ cell, germ line cell in a developing embryo.

phenotype The physical and biochemical characteristics of an organism that are
visible or otherwise can be measured; a result of genetic and environmental inter-
actions.

primordium An early structure at a time when it begins to assume form; anlage.

protist Unicellular eukaryotic organisms, including microalgae and protozoans.

soma The body of an animal or a plant as a whole, excluding the germ cells.

Sry Y-chromosomal gene that in mammals determines the male sex.

stem cell Undifferentiated cell that can in principle multiply indefinitely and can
also give rise to one or several different cell types.

systemic Influencing the whole body.

taxon Refers to members belonging to any particular taxonomic gorup such as a
particular specis, genus, or family, pl. taxa.

zygote Post-fertilization cell formed by the union of two gametes.
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